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CHEMISTRY AND MATERIALS DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

T. A. Eastwood

Solid State Studies

In energetic ion-atom collisions a small, but measure ie, fraction
of the X-rays have an energy about twice that of the characteristic X-rays.
This results from the creation of two vacancies in the innermost electronic
shell of the atom, which are then filled simultaneously but with the emission
of only one X-ray. We have established that this process can occur in a
single collision and that it does not require a sequence of collisions to create
the required vacancies.

Ion channeling experiments have shown that the (100) surface of
platinum at 350 K is reconstructed, i. e. the outermost layer of atoms does
not have the same arrangement as the ones in the balk, and that this is a
stable configuration. When the specimen is cooled to 250 K the surface
atoms rearrange and assume the same pattern as those below it. This
rearrangement might be caused by chemisorption of hydrogen when the
temperature is lowered for adsorbed hydrogen is known to stabilize the bulk
structure and is not removed effectively in the vacuum system used for this
experiment.

The very thin carbon foils used as "strippers" in the Physics
Division Tandem accelerator do not survive long under bombardment by the
beam. Foil replacement reduces the operating time and hence there is a
premium on increasing foil lifetime. Electron microscope examination
of the structural changes produced by ion bombardment has shown a cause of
failure and led to a suggestion for remedial action.

The rate at which ordered Zr3Al becomes disordered under ion
bombardment is considerably greater at low temperature, 40 K, than it is at
room temperature. This suggests that at the higher temperature, the
freely moving interstitial atoms, produced by irradiation, move so as to
partially restore order; at low temperatures the interstitials are not mobile.
Our earlier observations have shown that similar considerations apply to the
rate at which Zr3Al can be rendered amorphous by ion bombardment.
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Radiation Chemistry_

The optical spectra and yields of alkali metal anions, cation-
electron aggregates and solvated electrons in pulse radiolysis experiments
have been correlated with solvent properties in a way which seems to have
broad applicability to the alkali metals in amine and ether solutions.

Heavy Water Processes

Preliminary data from photolysis of formic acid vapour at high
power densities from an HF laser have produced some evidence for
deuterium-protium fractionation in molecular hydrogen. However the
hydrogen yield is extremely small and is only a fraction of the carbon
mo-.ioxide yield.

Analytical Chemistry

iVK.ss spectrometric isotopic analyses of boron and gadolinium
samples have been done for the Bruce Generating Station to verify that the

• isotopic compositions meet the requirement for the guaranteed shutdown
state of Bruce reactors.

Chloride ions are often implicated in corrosion processes and
methods for determining low concentrations are in demand. Consequently
a new type of ion selective electrode is being tested. Thus far the new
electrode shows superior sensitivity to chloride ions and achieves a practical
detection limit of 0. 03 ppm as compared with 2 ppm for earlier types,
Sulpiiide, bromide and iodide ions and thiols interfere; strong oxidizing or
reducing agents poison the electrode.

Surface Studies

Controversy continues in the literature over the mechanism by which
adsorbed oxygen is reduced by gaseous hydrogen. To help resolve this
important question the kinetic equation describing the reaction on the (111)
face of single crystal platinum was determined using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopic methods. It was found to resemble that previously reported
for polycrystalline material and the rate was much slower than reported by
other workers for comparable conditions.

The ultra-violet photoelectron spectra of condensed nitrogen and
carbon monoxide molecules on metal surfaces show significant line
broadening, as predicted by theory. The available data do not permit a
choice between two types of forces consistent with the theory.
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Materials Science

In order to determine the lowest temperature at which visible
oxidation, i. e. oxidation sufficient to yield a film showing interference
colours, of zirconium alloys can be observed a series of tests was done in
air at temperatures ranging from 373 to 473 K. After eight months no
visible film growth was found below 448 K,

In experiments on the oxidation of Zircaloy-2 in fused salts good
agreement has been obtained between specimen weight gain during oxidation
and electrochemical polarization measurements when a small correction is
made for currents not contributing to zirconium oxide formation.

Breakaway oxidation has been observed on crystal-bar zirconium
exposed to oxygen at 573 K after two years. The oxide shows columnar
growth and facetted surface features. This is the lowest temperature at
which growth of columnar zirconia crystallites have been observed; previous
evidence had suggested that this was a high temperature oxidation phenomenon.

Further experiments with double cantilever beam specimens of
pressure-tube Zr-2i% Nb charged with a nominal 40 and 100 ppm of
hydrogen suggest that under the conditions of the tests the incubation period
and crack velocity are functions of hydrogen concentration. Although
precipitated hydrides were present in all specimens, the incubation period
for samples in the as-received condition containing about 10 ppm of hydrogen
exceed 212 days, the duration of the test at time of reporting.

In zirconium specimens which approximate to bulk material, high
voltage electron microscopy has shown that the dislocations generated to
accommodate the volume increase o.i hydride precipitation are not annihilated
when the temperature is raised and the hydride dissolves. This behaviour
is contrary to that reported in the literature for thin foils with relatively
small precipitates, observed with a microscope of lower accelerating
voltage.

From additional research done with the high voltage electron micro-
scope it appears that the reported absence of irradiation growth in beryllium
and its resistance to the formation of irradiation-induced defect clusters
result from the large proportion of Frenkel pairs which recombine before
they can migrate to sinks.

Studies of Zr3Al with various surface finishes have shown that
whereas lathe turning severely reduces the ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
and ductility at room temperature in accordance with the low notch sensitivity
ratio, it has only a minor effect at 575 K, at which temperature the notch
sensitivity ratio is much nearer unity.
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1.2 ION PENETRATION

1.2.1 K-Vacancy Sharing in Br-Kr Single Collisions

- W.N. Lennard, I.V. Mitchell and J.S. Forster (Nuclear
Physics branch)

We have observed a departure from the theoretical
description of K-vacancy sharing in heavy ion-atom
collisions. Figure 1.2.1.1 shows the ratio of K-ion-
ization cross sections, % = aK(Kr)/aj((Br) , observed in
Br -* Kr (gas) collisions in the energy region 8 - 100 MeV.
The theoretical result is RK = exp (-2xK) where

26.934 [Ils(Kr) ^ Il

l s l s ] v

v is the projectile velocity in atomic units and I±s is
the ls-shell binding energy in keV. The discrepancy with
theory appears to increase with increasing projectile
velocity to a maximum of 6% at 100 MeV. RK values arp
available for a number of ion-atom combinations and it
has been established that results obtained from implanted
(i.e. dilute) targets, from elemental thin film targets,
and from gaseous targets agree with the theoretical
result within the quoted approximately 10% uncertainties,
and no viable explanation of the observed discrepancy at
small values of Xg exists at this time. We intend to
corroborate the generality of our Br - Kr results using
different projectile-taraet combinations.

1.2.2 Two Electron-One Photon Emission in Na-Ne Single
Collisions

- I.V. Mitchell and W.N. Lennard

We report the first observation of Kaa X-rays from
the 2 electron-1 photon decay of Na and Ne double K
vacancy states [Is**2] under single collision conditions.
A beam of 2 MeV Na+ ions (approximately 2.5 yA) entered
a Ne gas cell at a pressure of 0.13 Pa. Both the Ne Kaa
and Na Kaa lines were observed as shown in Figure 1.2.2.1.
The X-ray spectrum is severely distorted at low energies
by a Be absorber (thickness = 0.13 kg/m2) which was used
to maintain the total counting rate less than 50 counts
per second. The observed Kaa energies agreed within
experimental uncertainties with the prescription of
N:;yel et a l O , i.e. Ez(Kaa) = 0.020 7- (Z-l) keV. The
positions of proton-induced Ne Ka and Na Ka are indicated.
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10-'

Figure 1.2.1.1

Plot of RK/ the lacio of K-shell ionization cross sections, measured
in 8 - 100 MeV Br •+ Kr (gas) collisions as a function of XK (defined
in text). The straight line is the theoretical prediction,
RR = exp <-2XK). The errors shown arise from the statistical
uncertainty in fitting the K X-ray line intensity profiles..
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Figure 1.2.2,1

X-ray spectrum observed for 2 MeV Na+ bombardment of Ne (gas). The
Ne and Na 2 electron-1 photon transitions arc clearly visible at 1. 8 and
2.2 keV, respectively. The spectrum is distorted at low X-ray energies
by a Be absorber in order to keep the total count rate less than 50 Hz.
The Ne K a ad Na Ka characteristic X-ray line intensities are attenuated
by factors of approximately 4 x 105 and approximately 1. 2 x 104, respectively.
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These characteristic lines are known to be shifted to
higher X-ray energies when excited by heavy ion bombard-
ment. The X-ray cross section c for the weak Na Kaa
line is approximately 2 mb- We then find for the doable
K-vacancy sharing ratio, o^K(Na)/cKK^Ne^' a v a l u e

0.030 ± 0.04, using neutral atom single K-vacancy
fluorescence yields uK. The uncertainty does not include
any contribution from uncertainties in the uK values.
However, the ratio wjjfNeJ/oĵ CNa) should be a good approx-
imation to the desired ratio, u>KK(Ne)A>KK(Na) . The
measured cross-section ratio is in good agreement with
our prediction based on a single electron extension of
single K*>vacancy sharing.

f1) D.J. Nagel, P.G. Burkhalter, A.R. Knudson and
K.W. Hill, Phys. Rev. Lett. 3j5, 164 (1976).

1.2.3 Range Distribution of Heavy Ions

- D.C. Santry, R.D. Werner, P. Brown

An attempt was made to t ctend our range measurements
to include projectiles of lower atomic numbers. Into
targets of Be and C were implanted 0.3 and 0.5 MeV ions
of Ne, Na, Mg and S. By increasing implanted doses to
3 X 1016 (normally 1015) ions per cm2 and the He analyzing
dose to 45 pC (normally 3 uC), range distributions were
measureable for some cases, but with poor counting
statistics. The observed ranges were 8% higher than
calculated for S ions, increasing to 25% for Ne ions.
Due to the high doses used, the validity of the results
may be questionable, since diffusion effects were evident.
Implants into C gave distributions which extended to the
target surface. Although this was not true for Be, the
observed range straggling gave some values which were
much greater than calculated while others were much less.
With the implanted Be targets it was possible to observe
a substantial increase in the surface carbon and oxygen
content, undoubtedly due to the high doses used.

Confirmation of the results obtained should be made
at lower implanted doses and would require a more
sensitive method of analysis. One possibility would be
to use radiotracer implants with electrochemical section-
ing of the target (suitable for Be, Al and Si).

Range measurements have also been extended to heavier
target materials. Preliminary values for 120 keV Bi ions
and 300 keV Hg ions are given in Table 1.2.3.1 and fair
agreement between experiment and theory is noted.
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Table 1.2.3.1

ION RANGES IN VARIOUS TARGET MATERIALS

Range of implanted ions (yg/cm2)

Target 120 keV Bi+

measured calculated(1)

c
Al

Si

Ti

V

Fe

Co

Cu

Nb

11.7

11.0

10.2

11.7

12.2

10.4

12.2

-v-16

9.4

10. S

10.6

12.5

12.6

12.9

13.3

15.7

300

measured

23

23

22

22

21

25

32

^22

.5

.2

.1

.5

.7

keV Hg +

calculated(1)

IS.

21.

21.

25.

26.

26.

27.

31.

1

7

4

3

1

8

5

7
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For targets heavier than Nb it was not possible to
resolve the implanted profiles in thick substrates when
using He ion backscattering analysis. Similarly, pro-
jectiles lighter than Hg could not be resolved from the
matrix for many of these targets. By using thin films
as targets it is possible to select projectile-energy-
target combinations which give spectra that are resolve-
able and thus expand our knowledge of ranges as a
function of target mass. Our first step was to compare
previously measured ranges in thick C and Al, with
ranges measured in thin self-supporting films of these
materials. Good agreement was obtained as is shown in
Table 1,2.3.2. These results were obtained for approxi-
mately 80 yg/cm2 of Al and approximately 100 pg/cm2 of C.
Since it may be difficult to make self-supporting films
of many other elements, we shall examine the possibility
of using thin target layers deposited on Be or C backings.

f1) J.F. Gibbons, W.S. Johnson and S.W. Mylroie,
Projected Range Statistics, 2nd Edition, 1975.
Halsted Press

1.2.4 Surface Structure of Platinum

- J.A. Davies, D.P. Jackson and M.L. Swanson in collabo-
ration with P.R. Norton and R.L. Tapping (Physical
Chemistry branch)

Two other groups(l) have recently used MeV He+

scattering to investigeite the surface relaxation of
(lll)Pt and they find no evidence for the large outward
relaxation reported earlier by us (PR-CMa-37, section
1.2.6 and Nucl. Instr. Meth. 13_2, 609 (1976)). One
significant difference is that our previous measurements
were made at 40 K, whereas the other two sets were at
room temperature. Also,, our ultra high vacuum conditions
were obtained by means of a 20 K cryopump which does not
pump hydrogen efficiently. Since hydrogen is known to
adsorb on platinum at low temperature, but to desorb
completely again at 300-400 K, one possible explanation
for the above anomaly is that the observed relaxation at
40 K may be due to a monolayer of adsorbed hydrogen on
the surface. To test this, we have repeated our earlier
measurements as a function of temperature. Preliminary
results at 350 K indicate that the (111) surface still
exhibits a large outward relaxation, similar in magnitude
to that observed at 4 0 K.. However, due to the enhanced
vibrational amplitude, subsurface atoms contribute a
considerably larger amount to the surface peak and this
has not yet been properly calculated and subtracted.
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Table 1.2.3.2

COMPARISON OF MEASURED RANGES IN THIN FILMS AND THICK TARGETS

Measured Range= (pg/cm2)

12 0 keV ions

Projectile/Target

Kr/C

Kr/Al

Xe/C

Xe/Al

Film

13.6

12.3

9.4

9.5

Thick Target

13.6

13.5

10.7

9.5

300 keV ions Kr/Al 37.1 39.1
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With a (100) surface, where our previous 40 K data
showed no evidence of lateral reconstruction, we observe
a large (approximately 50%) increase in the <100> surface
peak when the crystal is cleaned by flashing to 1300 K
and then maintained at approximately 350 K, indicating
that at this temperature lateral re-ordering has occurred
and is stable. However, on subsequently cooling the
crystal, a rapid decrease in surface peak occurs around
250 K corresponding to approximately 1.0 atom/row, char-
acteristic of the bulk structure. This result suggests
that hydrogen is chemisorbing on the surface during cool
down, since other workers have shown that the presence
of adsorbed hydrogen stabilizes the bulk structure(z'.

t1) E. Bjrfgh, University of Aarhus, and F. Saris, FOM
Institute in Amsterdam, private communications
(1976).

(?-) H.P. Bonzel, C.R. Helms and S. Kelemen,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 1237 (1975).

1.2.5 2.5 MV Positive Ion Van de Graaff

- J. Lori

The accelerator operation was satisfactory during
the past three months, with the following schedule.

Operating Time Routine Checks Failures
Month (hours) (days) (days)

September 14 4 1 1

October 150

November 157 1

1.2.6 High Voltage Mass Separator

- G.A. Sims

Only two component failures required a shutdown of
over one day. The first involved the Freon cooling lines.
These had to be replaced twice during the three month
period due to pin-holes caused by electrical breakdown.

The other failure was the charging chain. The chain
broke during operation and had clocked 2458 hours. No
damage was inflicted on any of the components when the
chain flew off of the sheaves.
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After installing another chain, the inductors were
replaced by a new type (long) and metal contact bands
were added to the sheaves. A reduction of almost 40% in
charging current was observed as compared to the
specified 3 pA/kV that had been obtained with the
original inductors (short) and no bands. The problem is
evidently with the bands, rather than the inductors, since
when the former were removed the charging current returned
to specification. For the present the bands remain off
and contact is made by the original arrangement consisting
of springs on the circumference of the sheaves. Further
tests will be conducted after discussions with the
manufacturers,

There has been a modification to the door interlock
system that controls access to the r.achine room. This
modification has been approved by the AECL Accelerator
Safety Committee. It is now possible to enter the machine
room without by-passing the door interlock, if the
radiation field at the top end of the tank is < 100 iriR/h.
If the fields are > 100 mR/h, the system will operate as
originally described in an internal report, CRNL-954.

The total "beam-on" time during the last three
months was 251 hours.

1.2.7 Lifetime of Highly Excited Hg and Pb Nuclei Preceding
Fission Produced by""12C and "O Bombardment of Thin
Tungsten Crystal

- J.S. Forster (Nuclear Physics), W.M. Gibson (SUNY,
Albany), K., J^rgensen (Aarhus University), I.V. Mitchell,
and D. Ward

(See PR-P-112:2.9).

1.3 ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

1.3.1 Preparation of 14.0 nm Thick Oriented Ge Specimens

- C.W. Hoelke

Polycrystalline, [111] oriented, Ge specimens
14.0 ± 0.5 r"" thick have been prepared by first depositing
Ge on the [lxl] cleavage plane of CaF2 at 423 K. The
structure at this stage is amorphous. While still on
the substrate a subsequent one hour anneal at 873 K is used
to obtain _he [111] oriented, polycrystalline structure.
Work is continuing to duplicate this success with [110]
oriented CaF, substrates. Such specimens are required for
the multi-beam lattice image work described in PR-CMa-38.
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1.3.2 Structural Lifetime of Carbon Stripper Foils

- J.R. Parsons

The breakage of 5 ug/cm2 amorphous, carbon stripper-
foils in the MP Tandem accelerator is directly related to
the formation of a more ordered and hence denser
structure in the irradiated area, which we can refer to
as an increase in the "degree" of crystallinity. Tests,
reported in PR-CMa-38, using heat-treated stripper foils
were promising but inconclusive. Subsequent electron
microscope examination revealed the problem. Namely,
the "degree" of crystallinity in the heat-treated foils
was actually greater than that produced by the Tandem
beam. A quenching furnace is now being used to accurate-
ly control the time of anneal and thereby, obtain the
required "degree" of crystallinity for further tests.

1.3.3 An Investigation of Irradiation Damage in Ordered Zr^Al

- L.M. Howe and M. Rainville

Previously (PR-CMa-38), it was shown that the onset
of interstitial migration above 90 K had an appreciable
effect on the Ar+ ion fluence required to render Zr3Al
amorphous. Thi: was attributed to freely migrating inter-
stitial atoms annihilating some of the vacancy-type
defects. Experiments have also revealed a similar effect
of bombardment temperature on the Ar+ ion fluence required
to disorder the ordered Z^Al structure. Complete
disappearance of the superlattice spots in the diffraction
pattern occurred for specimens bombarded at 30 - 40 K with
5 X 1011* Ar+ ions/cm2 (0.70 - 1.4 displacement per atom)
but did not occur at 285 K until a fluence of approximate-
ly 1 X 1015 Ar+ ions/cm2 (1.4 - 2.8 displacement per atom).
Specimens bombarded to 0.7 displacement per atom (5 X 101'1

Ar+ ions/cm2) at 110 K and 150 K were in an intermediary
stage, both exhibiting very weak superlattice spots with
those present for the latter bombardment being slightly
more intense than for the former. It thus appears that
the interstitials (or at least a reasonable fraction of
them) must migrate in the lattice in such a manner that
it would result in an increase in the degree of order and
thus partially offset the overall disordering effect
produced in the displacement cascades during the irradia-
tion. This could occur by an interstitialcy mechanism
(such as the migration of a <100> dumbbell interstitial
in the f.c.c. lattice) whereby the possible jumps are
influenced by the fact that the system has a very strong
tendency towards existing in the ordered state,i.e. Zr
interstitial atoms would move towards Zr lattice sites in
the ordered lattice and Al interstitial atoms towards Al
lattice sites.
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1.3.4 The Nature of Damage Regions in Irradiated Ordered Alloys

- L.M. Howe and M. Rainville

Studies have continued on following the annealing
out of individual damage regions in low fluence Ar+ and
N+ ion bombarded Zr3Al. Both the defect clusters
exhibiting appreciable strain contrast (imaged with
fundamental reflections) and the disordered regions
(imaged with superlattice reflections) gradually
decreased in concentration over the temperature range
723 - 848 K, with complete removal of the damage regions
occurring for a 1-hour anneal at 848 K. There was no
indication of the nature cf the strain field of the
defect clusters changing during the anneal as it remained
essentially spherically symmetrical. In addition, no
resolvable dislocation loops were produced during the
annealing. Post-irradiation annealing experiments were
also performed on specimens irradiated with 1 X 10 1 4 Ar+
ions/cm2 at 30 - 40 K. These specimens exhibited very
weak superlattice spots after the bombardment. Annealing
for 1 hour at 723 K resulted in some increase in the
intensity of the superlattice spots although the damage
was still fairly complex. After a 1-hour anneal at
773 K there was appreciable intensity in the superlattice
spots and the damage regions, when imaged with fundamental
reflections, consisted principally of individual clusters
of defects exhibiting strain contrast. Essentially no
damage was present following a 1-hour anneal at 848 K and
the superlattice spots were as intense as in unirradiated
material.

The disappearance cf the disordered regions is due
to reordering occurring within these regions. This re-
ordering is most likely occurring via a vacancy diffusion
mechanism. Also, for the defects exhibiting strain
contrast, migrating vacancies would annihilate interstitial
clusters or vacancy emission could occur from vacancy
clusters.

1.4 RADIATION DAMAGE AND METAL PHYSICS

1.4.1 Defect-Solute Atom Interactions in Magnesium

- L.M. Howe, M.L. Swanson and A.P. Quenneville

The interactions between Ag solute atoms and
irradiation-produced defects in Mg-0.1 to 0.2 at% Ag are
being studied, using the channeling technique. Previously
(PR-CMa-38), it was observed that during irradiation at
30 - 40 K, with 1 MeV He+ ions, a significant fraction of
the Ag atoms were displaced from substitutional sites,
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presumably due to the trapping of migrating interstitial
atoms by Ag atoms. At that time, the displacement of Ag
atoms into <112~0> and <1010> channels as well as into the
(0001) planar channel was monitored. Recently, studies
were performed on the irradiation-induced Ag atom dis-
placement into the [0001] axial channel. A curve of the

[0001]
apparent fraction f<JAg °f displaced Ag atoms vs He+

ion fluence was obtained and the results were in good
agreement with those for the <112"0> channel. At the max-
imum ion fluence used (8 X 1015 He+ ions/cm2) fdAg
0.66, An angular scan through [0001] indicated a slight
peaking in the Ag yield, as found previously in <1120>
angular scans but not for <10l0> angular scans. The
trapping configuration is conceivably a Mg-Ag mixed
dumbbell lying along the second nearest-neighbour
directions (<4043>) in the h.c.p. lattice with the Ag
atom being displaced an appreciable distance towards the
octahedral site such that the Ag atoms are near the centre
of the <112~0> and [0001] channels and hence where peaking
in yield would be observed. If the Ag atoms were dis-
placed all the way to the octahedral site a larger flux
peaking effect than that observed would be expected.

Annealing results showed that f^Aq recovered in
three main stages at 30 - 80 K, 130 -160 K and 200 -

280 K. Previously, fdAg > w a s observed to recover in
two stages, at 80 - 160 K and 200 - 280 K, and these two
stages have been attributed principally to interstitial
and vacancy migration respectively. The irradiation-
induced dechanneling increments for both the [0001] and
<ll?0> cases annealed out mainly from 80 - 160 K and the
remaining small increments from 200 - 280 K.

1.4.2 Measurements of the Trapping of Cu Interstitials by Be
Atoms in a Cu-̂ 0.2 5 at% Be Crystal

- M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe and A.F. Quenneville

Further measurements have been made of the irradia-
tion-induced displacement of Be atoms from lattice sites
in a Cu-0.25 at% Be crystal. The displacement into a
<110> channel was determined as a function of 0.6 MeV
deuteron irradiation fluence at 70 K by comparing the
yields from the Be9(d,p)Be10 and Be9(d,a)Li7 nuclear
reactions with the backscattering yields of 0.6 MeV
deuterons (PR>-CMa-37, 38). The resulting displacement
vs fluence curve showed the usual saturation behaviour
which is due to the trapping of irradiation-induced Cu
interstitials by Be atoms. The apparent displaced
fraction of Be atoms at saturation was 0.40.
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An angular scan through the <110> direction gave
clear evidence of a peak in the yield from Be atoms, thus
demonstrating that the Be atoms were displaced > 0.1 nrn
into the <110> channels. It can be concluded that the
trapping configuration was the Cu-Be <100> mixed dumbbell,
in agreement with the configuration observed for other
small solute atoms in f.c.c. metals.

1.4.3 Backscattering Measurements of the Trapping of Al Inter-
stitials by Solute Atoms in Al-0.1 % Cu and Al-0.1% Ag
Crystals

- M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe, N. Matsunami and
A.F. Quenneville

It has been shown previously that Cu or Ag solute
atoms trap Al interstitials in irradiated Al crystals.
The trapping configuration is the <100> mixed dumbbell,
with the Ag and Cu atoms displaced approximately 0.1 run
and 0.14 nm in <100> directions. For this displacement,
the apparent fraction of solute atoms which are displaced

into a given <100> channel, f ^ , would be less than

the fraction displaced into a <110> channel, f ^ >,
because 1/3 of (100) displacements are shadowed for <100>
channels, and because 2/3 of the displacements are along
the edges of <100> channels where the ion flux is low.
The results were in agreement with this expectation, as
shown in Table 1.4.3.1. In addition, the temperature

dependence of f^^ was measured. It is expected that
the low frequency resonant vibrational modes of the mixed

dumbbell will cause an increase of f<ji > with increasing
temperature. This effect was observed for Ag atoms, but
not for Cu atoms. A computer calculation of ion flux
distributions in <100> and <110> channels is in progress
in order to specify solute atom displacements more
precisely.

1-4.4 A Search for a Shallow Trapping Configuration of Cu Inter-
stitials at Au Atoms in a Cu-0.06 at% Au Crystal

- M.L. Swanson, L.M. Howe and A.F. Quenneville

It has been inferred from electrical resistivity
measurements that large solute atoms have a large trapping
radius at approximately 90 K for self-interstitial Cu atoms
in dilute Cu alloys(1). Since the trapping configuration
is not the <100> mixed dumbbell, this result implies that
the interstitial Cu atoms retain their identity after
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TABLE 1 . 4 . 3 . 1

FRACTION OF DISPLACED Cu AND Ag ATOMS IN Al CRYSTALS

Temp. (K)

30

70

15

LdCu.

0.35

MCu

0.089

0.094

0.093 ± 0.01

0.30

<100 .-
tdAg

0.127

0.132

0.169 i 0.005
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being trapped. If the Cu atoms wer? trapped at lattice
sites neighbouring to the solute atoms, the solute atoms
would be displaced a small distance into <110> channels
(approximately 0.04 nm), and some narrowing of the
channeling dip would be seen. We have investigated this
possibility for a Cu-0.06 at% Au crystal, irradiated at
90 K. Since no narrowing of the <110> Au dip was
observed, it can he concluded that the majority of the Cu
interstitials were trapped at some distance from the Au
a toms.

(') H. Wollenberger, Int. Conf. on Properties of Atomic
Defects in Metals, Argonne, Illinois, Oct. 1976.

1.4.5 Energy and Temperature Dependence of Dechanneling in
f.c.c, Metals

- N. Matsunami, L.M. Howe, M.L. Swanson and
A.F. Quenneville

Dechanneling has been measured in irradiated
Al~0.1% Ag and Cu-0.1% Au crystals as a function of the
energy E of the incident beam. It is found that the
increment of dechanneling caused by point defects, i.e.,
dumbbell and mixed dumbbell interstitials, is proportional
to En, where n i> - 0.7. This result is slightly
different from that expected from the single scattering
model which gives n = -1. An analytical calculation on
the basis of the diffusion model is in progress to specify
the energy dependence more precisely, taking the position
of point defects in the channel into consideration.

1.5 NUCLEAR METHODS OF ANALYSIS

1.5.1 Electrochemical and XPS Studies of Platinum

- M. Hammerli (General Chemistry Branch), P.R. Norton
and R.L. Tapping (Physical Chemistry Branch) and
J.A. Davies

(See PR-CMa-39, Section 2.6.1).

1.5.2 The Movement of Foreign Atoms During The Anodic Oxidation
of Silicon '

- W.D. Mackintosh and H.H. Plattner

In PR-CMa-36, section 1.5.4 we reported that Au
implanted in Si retreats before the advancing oxide front
when the Si is anodized, but does not do so if the implanted
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specimen is annealed at 1100 K for 1-1/2 hours in vacuum.
In the latter case the Au largely disappears from the
specimen during the anodization stage, presumably into
the electrolyte. We have now carried out experiments to
investigate this difference between annealed and un-
annealed specimens.

In the first of these, we heated implanted samples
at 600 K, 700 K, 800 K, 900 K and 1100 K for one hour,
anodized to form films 1 5 - 2 0 g/cm2 thick and used
Rutherford backscattering analysis to locate the At;. At
temperatures up to 700 K the Au retreats before the
oxidizing front, at 800 K only a fraction retreats while
at 1100 K all the Au disappears into the electrolyte.
As 900 K is the temperature at which a Si crystal Lattice
damaged by implanting recrystallizes, it appears-d that
the difference in behaviour was due to the presence or
absence of a damaged region.

However, in another experiment we implanted Au
(1 X 10 1 5 atoms/cm2) in a Si substrate, then annealed for
one hour at 1000 K. We again implanted the same amount
of Au in the specimen. It was then anodized and the Au
located by analysis. In this experiment approximately
half the Au was found at the Si/oxide interface while
the rest had disappeared. From this we inferred that it
was not the damage per se that was responsible for th :
Au moving to the interface in unannealed specimens. Some
change must take place with respect to the Au itself when
a specimen is heated to temperatures > 900 K.

The nature of this change was determined when
channeling techniques were used. We found that during
annealing the gold moved outwards to the surface layers
and the region formerly occupied by the Au recrySitallized.
The Au did not pile up on top of the substrate surface
as it could not be easily removed with hot aqua regia.
Further it was found that the substrate surface layer
contained approximately 6 X 10 1 5 atoms of oxygeM/cai? and
a residual 1 X 1016displaced Si atoms. That is to say
the Au was located in a Si-rich oxide layer. When the
specimen is anodized, it is presumed that the oxide forma-
tion takes place under this layer as Si oxidizes by inward
movement of oxygen^1). As a consequence, the Au is not
subject to whatever force moves it inward during the
oxidation of an unannealed specimen. The Au located in
the outer layers in annealed specimens moves into the
electrolyte during anodization either under the influence
of the applied field or by dissolution of the surface
layer. Both processes are known to take place.
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We have also found that Pd implanted in a specimen
moves inwards on anodizing if the specimen is not annealed.
Seventy percent of the Pd was found at the metal/oxide
interface of a specimen anodized until covered with
20 ug/cm2 of oxide. In a specimen which was annealed for
one hour at 1100 K, a small amount (20%) was found at
the interface but the remainder had disappeared from the
solid. However, the explanation for the large fraction
disappearing was not the same as that for Au. The Pd did
not move during annealing. Further, the damage introduced
by implanting did not anneal out. It is assumed that the
failure to anneal is due to chemical change since Pd is
known to form a silicide. Why this change affects the
movement of Pd is unexplained.

(2) W.D. Mackintosh and H.H. Plattner, accepted for
publication, J. Electrochemical Society.

1.5.3 Structure of Anodic Oxides

- J.P.S. Pringlo

The structures of anodic niobium and tantalum oxides
may be regarded as highly disordered versions of the
corresponding crystalline oxides (PR-CMa-38, section
1.5.4). It is then natural to study these and similar
crystalline oxides (PR-CMa-36, section 1.5.5 and PR-CMa-37,
section 1.5.3) to see what form the disorder might take.

Many of these oxides have crystal structures based
on the cubic ReO3 lattice, in which the necessary reduc-
tion of the stoichiometry is achieved either by crystal-
lographic shear (CS) planes or by rotary stacking faults.
The former have the effect of eliminating planes of
oxygen atoms, while the latter permit the insertion of
strings of MO stoichiometry in large holes created by the
rotations; both CS planes and rotary stacking faults
occur in ordered arrays. Oxides containing CS planes
all parallel to one another are known as slab structures,
while those with two sets at right angles are known as
block structures; the latter may have additional metal
atoms tetrahedrally coordinated to additional oxygen
atoms at the block corners. Structures containing rotary
stacking faults are known as tetragonal tungsten bronzes
(TTB).

Assuming that the structures are built up from
regular octahedra with diameter d, the volumes per oxygen
atom, V r eg, can then be calculated as fractions of d

3.
Thus for the parent ReO3 lattice

Vreg =1/3 [1]
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while for slab structures with the CS planes parallel to
[100]

Vreg = (m - 1/2)/(3m - 1) [2]

where m is the number of octahedra between successive CS
planes. For the block structures

v = n n «- (m + " ) / 2 + (t + D/ 4 roi
re<3 3mn - (m + n) + t L J

where n is the number of octahedra between successive CS
planes in the second set, and t is the number of corners
with additional metal atoms in tetrahedral coordination.
Finally, for the bronze structures

V r e g = 10/(30 + f) [4]

where the two known values of f are 4/3 and 1. When the
Vreg values calculated for various suitable values of m,
n, t and f are plotted as a function of the corresponding
stoichiometry x in MOX, they all lie on, or close to, a
remarkably smooth curve; in fact only the block structures
with t = 0 which lie slightly above, and those with t = 4
which lie slightly below, deviate significantly from the
common line.

Comparison with experiment shows that these trends
actually occur. Thus in PR-CMa-36, section 1.5.5, (i) ,
a linear relationship between Vo, the observed volume per
oxygen, and x was recorded for the block and TTB structures
of several Nb2Os.WO3 phases. The observed volumes Vo,
however, decrease as x increases, whereas the predicted
volumes Vreg increase. Half the discrepancy can be
accounted for by noting that the NbO6 octahedra are
slightly larger than the WO6 octahedra, and the other half
by noting that the octahedra are not regular, but elongated
in directions at right angles to the CS planes. This
elongation becomes more pronounced as the spacing between
the CS planes decreases (and as x decreases), thus
suggesting that the CS planes repel one another. For block
structures with x near 2.5, Vo decreases as t increases,
exactly as predicted.

1.5,4 The Effecc of Heating Anodic Tantalum Oxide

- D. Phillips

Vermilyeat1) studied the rate of dissolution of anodic
Ta2O5 films as a function of the heat treatment to which
they had been subjected. His results indicated that the
stripping rate decreased with increasing temperature and
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with increasing time at the same temperature, indeed
there was even a small effect at room temperature which
effectively disappeared after a few weeks. The change of
stripping rate suggested there was a change in the
properties of the oxide, and as this was of some interest,
the experiments were repeated here using our much more
accurate stripping technique-

Anodic tantalum oxide specimens were heated for 23
hours in air to a series of different temperatures,
approximately 50 K apart, covering the range from 363 K
to 663 K, and then stripped in NH^F/HF solution at 298 K.
As the stripping rate of the solution was not quite
constant from day to day, standard specimens were stripped
simultaneously with the annealed films; the standards were
prepared by allowing specimens to anneal at room temperature
for a few weeks. Our results confirmed Vermilyea's
conclusion that the stripping rate decreased with increasing
temperature. They also showed, however, that the rate was
not constant across the oxide but was slower at the outei
edge; this effect decreased with decreasing temperature,
and had disappeared at 363 K. In a second series of
experiments specimens were heated for various times at
approximately 523 K whereupon it was confirmed that the
stripping rate decreases with time at constant temperature.

The effect that the current density at which the
oxide is grown has on the stripping rate was also studied.
Three tantalum coupons were anodized at 20, 2 and
0.2 mA/cm2 to approximately the same thickness and then
stripped together; the average rates were approximately
6.1, 5.9 and 5.7 nm/min respectively which again confirms
a result by Vermilyea that the stripping rate increases
with increasing current density. To examine the effect of
changing the current density two tantalum specimens were
anodized to 150 volts at 0.2 mA/cm2 and then one of these
was re-anodized to 200 volts at 20 mA/cm2; the latter was
found to strip the faster. The experiment was then
reversed; two specimens were anodized to 180 volts at
20 mA/cm2 and then one was re-anodized at 0.2 mA/cm2 to
200 volts, whereupon the latter was found to strip the
more slowly. In both of these experiments the difference
in the stripping rates was approximately 0.4 nm/min as
expected from the initial experiment on current density.
The results indicate that the stripping rate observed
depends on the final current density. A more detailed
analysis of these results will be presented later.

t1) D. Vermilyea, j. Electrochem. Soc. 104, 485 (1957).
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1.6 COMPUTATIONS

1.6.1 The Effect of Temperature on Surface Relaxations

- D.P. Jackson

A project has been initiated to calculate the
variation of the magnitude of the surface relaxation
effect as a function of temperature. Although measurements
of relaxations by ion channeling and backscattering are
still scarce, inconsistencies between the various groups
involved have emerged. In part these deviations may be a
consequence of the fact that data have usually been taken
at 300 K by the groups outside CRNL whereas the data taken
here have been taken at 40 - 70 K. Therefore these
calculations are of topical interest.

Relaxations are the result of a balance between
short-range repulsive and long-range attractive inter-
atomic forces. If thermal vibrations are present one can
argue that the time-averaged value of the repulsive
component may be more affected by the vibrations than the
corresponding value for the attractive component, since
the amplitude of the vibration is a large proportion of the
interatomic distance of significance for the former. Hence
on the basis of this simple picture one can argue that
increased thermal vibrations should proportionately weaken
the repulsive interatomic forces and therefore the surface
should be pulled together more as temperature increases.
This leads to the tentative prediction that relaxations
should be larger at lower temperatures which seems to be
consistent with the fragmentary data now available.

However a self-consistent treatment for the thermal
effect is formidable even for the Morse approximation to
the interatomic potential. The potential parameters are
derived from experimental data which vary with temperature
and hence new parameters must be evaluated for each
temperature. Furtherfore surface reli itions and the
values of the surface vibrational amplitudes are intimately
related, hence, in the surface region an iterative approach
is necessary. A techniaue for achieving this is now under
development.

1.6.2 Computer Calculations of Flux Profiles in h.c.p. Metals

- N. Matsunami

A computer calculation of flux profiles of 1 MeV He
ions under the channeling condition in the h.c.p. metals
is in progress, for comparison with backscattering data
on the lattice location of displaced solute atoms in Zr,
Mg (PR-CMa-37, sections 1.4.1 and 1.4.2) and Zn. The
calculation is based on the continuum model and the
Moliere potential is used.
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1.7 PUBLICATIONS, LECTURES AND REPORTS

1.7.1 Publications

Time Evolution of Heavy-Ion-<-lnduced Fission Studies By
Crystal Blocking
- J.S. Forster, I.v. Mitchell, D. Ward, W.M. Gibson*,
J.U. Andersen4", E. Laegsgaard+, andK.O. Nielsen"1"
Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1539 (1976); AECL-5646.

Lifetimes ?rom The Doppler Shift Attenuation Method using
High Velocity Recoils From The 1<He(35Cl,p) 38Ar Reaction
- J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball, C. Broude++, W.G. Davies, and

I.V. Mitchell
Phys. Rev. C 14, 596 (1976); AECL-5425.

Stopping Power Measurements for 19F, 21*Mg, 2 7A1, 32S and
35Cl at Energies * 0.2 to * 3.5 MeV/Nucleon in Ti, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Ag and Au
- J.S. Forster, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball,
G.J. Costa**, W.G. Davies and I.V. Mitchell
Nucl. Instr. Meth. 136, 349 (1976); AECL-5478.

High Resolution Phase Contrast Microscopy as Applied To
Lattice Imaging
- J.R. Parsons, C.W. Hoelke and R.R. Hosbons
Proceedings of the Sixth European Congress on Electron
Microscopy, Jerusalem, Israel, September 14-20, 1976.
TAL International Publishing Corporation, p.120.

* Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, U.S.A.
** Laboratoire de Basses Energies, Centre de Recherches

Nucle"aires de Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France
+ Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, Denmark
+ + Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

1.7.2 Lectures

Defect-Solute At< <m Interactions in Hexagonal Close-Packed
Metals as Investigated Using Channeling Techniques
- L.M. Howe, M.L. Swanson, A.F. Quenneville
International Conference on the Properties of Atomic
Defects in Metals, Argonne National Laboratory,
October 18-22, 1976

A Study of Interstitial Trapping Configurations in F.C.C.
Metals by Ion Channeling
- M.L. Swanson and L.M. Jowe

International Conference on the properties of Atomic
Defects in Metals, Argonne National Laboratory,
October 18-22, 1976.



High Resolution Phase Contrast Microscopy As Applied
Lattice Imaging
- J.R. Parsons, C.W. HoeIke, and R.R. Hosbons
Sixth European Congress on Electron Microscopy,
Jerusalem, Israel, September 14-20, 1976.
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2.2 ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

2.2.1 Emission Spectrography

- G. Jarbo, P. Faught

(1) Analytical Methods

The permissible quantities of plutonium in the
spectrographic laboratory are such that the carrier
distillation method will not be able to be used for the
analysis of impurities in (U,Pu)O2 fuel samples. An al-
ternative method involving solvent extraction of uranium
and plutonium and analysis of the aqueous residue is being
investigated.

The dried residue technique applied to the aqueous
solution appears suitable for most impurities, but the
sensitivities are not good enough for analysis for boron,
cadmium and the rare earths whose specified limits are
below 3 mg/kg. Concentration of the aqueous solution be-
fore analysis would probably yield the required sensitivities
but this may result in unacceptably high levels of uranium
for the normal dried residue technique. Two alternatives
are being investigated: (1) removal of uranium to a level
acceptable for the dried residue method; (2) combination of
a dried residue/carrier distillation technique in which an
aliquot of aqueous solution is applied to a charge of
carrier in a cup electrode, dried and the mixture arced.

2.2.2 X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry

- G. Jarbo, P. Faught

(1) Uranium in U-Al Alloy

A method has been developed for the determination of
uranium in aluminum/uranium alloy. Initially the method
consisted of dissolving the sample in hydrochloric acid,
evaporating the solution to remove excess acid, and re-
dissolving the residue in dilute (1 mol/dm3) nitric acid.
The uranium in solution was determined by comparison with
closely matching standards in a similar matrix. Due to
the significant effect of any residual hydrochloric acid
on the uranium signal even after taking the initial solu-
tion to dryness it was decided to change to a briquetting
technique. After redissolving the dried residue of the
sample solution, the uranium and aluminum are precipitated
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with ammonium hydroxide on to cellulose powder. The
precipitate and cellulose are dried, mixed thoroughly by
grinding in a glass mortar, and briquetted. Sample and
standard briquettes are then counted on both sides. The
uranium Lex line (26=26.14°) is used.

2.2.3 Analytical Support for Heavy Water Process Programs

- R.M. Cassidy, J. Gulens, J.P. Mislan, S. Elchuk,
R. Harpur, H. Herrington, T. Longhurst, M. Niro

This work is described in internal CRNL reports.

2.2.4 Determination of Cl by Ion-Selective Electrode

- J. Gulens, H. Herrington

A solid state chloride ion-selective electrode (HgS/
Hg2Cl2) [commercially available from Ionel Co., R.R. #1,
Box 296, Mount Hope, Ont.] has recently been acquired.
The normally achieved practical detection limit with this
electrode is ^0.03 mgAg as compared to 2 mg/kg with
the Orion solid state chloride electrode (Ag2S/AgCl).

We are evaluating this electrode for use in low level
chloride determinations in aqueous solutions. The
electrode gives Nernstian response (plot of electrode
potential versus log chloride concentration is linear with
slope of 57-59 mV) for chloride concentrations >0.35 mg/kg.
Bslow this level, positive deviation from Nernstian be-
haviour is observed due to the solubility of the Hg2Cl2
crystal. In solutions where the chloride concentration
£0.3 mg/kg, equilibrium response is obtained within 90
seconds. The response time increases to 3-4 minutes for
equilibrium values in 0.03 mg/kg solutions. We have ob-
served that some disposable micropipet tips contribute
appreciable amounts of chloride impurities to the solutions,
^0.004 mg/kg per 0.5 ml aliquot for one type versus
<0.001 mg/kg per 0.5 ml aliquot for a second type. The
first type contributed ^0.002 mg/kg Cl~ to the solutions
even after the! tips were soaked in 2 mol/dm3 HNO3, rinsed
with deionized water and dried overnight at 90°C.

Species, which form more insoluble compounds with mer-
curous ion than chloride ion does, interfere with the
analyses. Such species include sulphide, bromide and
iodide ions, thiols etc. Strong reducing agents may inter-
fere by reducing the mercurous ions at the electrode sur-
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face to elemental mercury. Strong oxidants also inter-
fere, presumably by oxidizing the mercurous ion to
mercuric. Prolonged exposure to these interferences
results in the "poisoning" of the electrode by the '
tion of a new surface layer or film on the electroo
surface. Electrodes which have been "poisoned" to various
degrees respond more slowly, may give non Nernstian
response (slopes >60 inV) and ultimately, do not respond
to changes in chloride concentration while simultaneously
giving large positive values of the measured potential.
The surface films can be removed and the proper functioning
of the electrode restored by thoroughly polishing the
electrode surface on felt cloth with moist 0.05 micron
aluirina powder.

We have applied these electrodes to some complex
samples. Oil used at heavy water plants to seal the H2S-
impeller shaft was extracted with water and the aqueous
extract analyzed for chloride. The solutions were
acidified and then purged with N2 to remove H2S which
interferes with the determination. The aqueous extract
from one oil contained 2-3 mg/kg chloride, while the
extract from a second oil contained substances which inter-
fered with the analysis (apparent Cl concentrations
>>1 g/kg). These interferences were presumably due to
sulphur compounds which were not removed by N2 purging.

Samples of hydrazine and Amerzine (hydrazine with a
proprietary organic additive) were also analyzed for
chloride. Aliquots of the samples vere diluted with
deionized water, acidified (pH 2) and heated at 50°C to
decompose the hydrazine. _Hydrazine contained <10 mg/kg
Cl~ (recovery of added Cl was ^70%), but the sample of
Amerzine could not be analyzed as the electrode would not
respond to added Cl in this solution.

2.2.5 Atomic Absorption Spectrometry

- M. Hurteau

(1) Determination of Refractory Metals by Flameless
Atomic Absorption

Work has been resumed on methods to increase the sen-
sitivity in the atomic absorption determination of
refractory metals. Several approaches have been tried,
namely:

i) Tantalum carbide lined furnace

Attempts were made to coat the ins ides of carbon rod
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furnaces with tantalum carbide following, in general, the
method of preparation given by Hocquellet & Labeyrie
(Analusis 3̂  (1975), 505-512). The objective was to pro-
duce a non-reactive surface, or at least one less reactive
than the carbon itself. When compared to results from
uncoated furnaces, significant improvements in sensitivity
(^6-fold) were obtained in the analysis of silicon. How-
ever, practically no improvement was found for zirconium.
Several coated furnaces have been sent to Metallurgical
Engineering Branch for examination to determine if we do
indeed have a TaC coating and if the coating is continuous
and how thick.

ii) Addition of reducing agents, e.g. CaH2, CO,
ascorbic acid, to the furnace for conversion of ZrO2 to
Zr was tried but l i t t l e success obtained.

i i i ) Addition of enhancing agents (HF, NHi»NO3) to the
solutions - an increased absorption was found.

iv) Extraction of zirconium as an organic complex -
preliminary results using tri-n-octylphosphine oxide in
cyclohexane appear to show promise but results are too few
to draw any conclusions. The use of tri-octylamine as
extractant is also to be investigated.

A major problem in determining zirconium by flameless
atomic absorption is the incomplete volatilization of the
sample even at the highest temperatures obtainable
(^2500°C), resulting in an appreciable memory effect in
the furnace. This might be overcome if oxygen can be
rigorously excluded from the furnace. This will be in-
vestigated by using an amine {O2 free) as extractant and
installing an oxygen removing trap in the argon line.

(2) Measurement of Peaks by Integration

At our request, a fast response integrator (AEP-5298,
Pulse Integrator) was developed by H.M. Bailey of the
E.I. & p. Branch for measurement of peaks obtained in
fl-neless atomic absorption methods. The objective was
to obtain better precision and sensitivity than obtainable
by recorder and manual peak height measurement.

The integrator accepts the analog pulse output of a
Varian AA-5 spectrometer during the atomize cycle,
integrates i t and produces a number proportional to the
area of the input pulse. It displays the number arrived
at and holds the display until reset. The integrator can
generate the necessary commands to control the operation of
a Hewlett-Packard Model 9 810A calculator which performs
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the necessary calculations and provides a hard copy of
the results, or it can be used without the calculator.

2.2.6 Gas Analysis

- J.H. Munch, M. Corriveau, L. Junop

The mass spectrometer is now operative following the
move to the new building. Work is continuing on the
construction and assembly of equipment for the analysis
of active samples for hydrogen.

Difficulties were encountered in the operation of the
Leco oxygen analyzer which were traced to low voltage
supplied to the instrument from the new building supply.
A temporary voltage supply has been provided to give
230 V to the furnace pending installation of a permanent
line to the laboratory.

2.2.7 Mass Spectrometry

- T. Longhurst

Nothing to report.



2.2.8 Analysis Requests

deceived
from

Heavy Water
Programs

Type of Sample

System
Materials

Miscellaneous

Fuel
Engineering

No. of
Samples

305

NPD Cruds and solutions

Water from H-4 loop
NaOH solutions
Bronze alloys
Gas from H2 stripper experiments

Corrosion products
X-3 cold cruds
Pickering Unit #3 crud
Heater unit solutions
Fuel decrudding solutions
Boiler water
"Spotcheck" developer, cleaner and penetrant
H-5 hot crud probe
Water samples

Deposit on fuel element

Al cladding

Crud from fuel rod flow tube

Fission gas

S.S. alloy

Type of Analysis Done

Gas chromatography,
liquid chromatography,
mass spectrometry,
emission spectrography,
U.V. absorption, total
organic carbon, Fe, Al,
Ca, K, Na, Si, Cl

12

10
3
5

20

1
15
1
7

19
2
3
2
14

Zr
Fe,
Al,
Fe,
Pb
Gas

(emission spectrography),
Ni, Cu,
Ni, Cu,
Cr, Ni

Cr,
Fe,

composition
spectrometry)
Cl,
Fe,
Fe,
Fe,
Fe,
Na,
Cl
Fe,
Cl

SCK
Ni, Cu,
Ni, Cu,
Ni, Cu,
Ni, Cu,
PO,,

Ni, Cu,

Cr,
Cr,
Cr,
Cr,

Cr,

Co, Mn
Cr, Co

(mass

Co
Co
Co
Co

Al

i

oo

1 Qualitative emission
spe ctrography

1 Semi-quantitative
emission spectrography

1 Qualitative emission
spectrography

16 Gas composition (mass
spectrometry)

1 Identification (X-ray
fluorescence)



Received
from

Fuel
Materials

Metallurgical
Engineering

General
Chemistry

Materials
Science

Physical
Chemis try

Accelerator
Physics

Quality
Control

Chemical
Operations

Mechanical
Equipment
Development

Type of Sample

U0 2

Uranyl nitrate solutions

Zr-Mo alloys
Zr-Nb alloys

u3o8

Solution after U extraction

Ag standard
UaOs standard

Zr-Al alloy
Zr-Ti-V alloy

D2 gas

Al bar

Viscotene lubricant

D2O
NRX process water
Off gas from dissolution of Al

Graphite with Babbitt f i l ler

304 S.S.

No. of
Samples

8

17

Type of Analysis Done

Impurities (emission
spectrography), C, 0/U,
F, Fe, Ni
Free acid

Molycote 321 in water
35% Hydrazine

2
56

3

1

1
1

2
9

7

1

1

2
2
1

1

1
1
2

Mo
02

Quantitative emission
spectrography
Quantitative emission
spectrography
Ag
Fe, Ni, Cr, Al, Zn, Ca

N2, 02

Composition (mass
spectrometry)

S emi-quanti tative
emission spectrography

S, Cl

B
Ag, Cu, Pb
Composition (mass
spectrometry)

Qualitative emission
spectrography
C
Cl
C l



Received
from

Workshops,
Estimating
& Planning

Radiation &
Industrial
Safety

NRU

BPD

Commercial
Products

Ontario
Hydro
(Douglas
Point)

Type of Sample

Section of rod cladding billet

Al wire

Al bar

U-Al alloy

Powders
Swipes

Gas mixture

Crud on strainer

Heavy water

Scale from NPD vault air cooler

Deuterium gas

Heat transport D20

No. of
Samples

1

2

1

6

2
2

2

1

5

2

7

3

Type of Analysis Done

Impurities by emission
spectrography
Identification (emission
spectrography)
Identification (emission
spectrography)
U

Be, Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Pb
Be

Composition (mass spectro-
metry)
Qualitative emission
spectrography

Quantitative emission
spectrography, Cl, F
Fe, Al, Ca, Mg, N03, SO.,,
Cl

Composition (mass spectro-
metry)

Pb

00
00

Total number of samples = 578

Total number of analyses = 2,288
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2 .3 HYDROGEN-WATER EXCHANGE

- W.H. S tevens , A.S. Denovan

No exper imenta l work was done t h i s p a s t q u a r t e r .

2.4 RADIOACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

2.4.1 Kinetics of the Fluoride Selective Ion Electrode

- R.C. Hawkings, L.P.V. Corriveau
The fluoride selective ion electrode (FSIE) has been

shown to exhibit apparently non-Nernstian response when
subjected to a large concentration change in the low
fluoride concentration range (10~9 g F~/g to 10~G g F /g)
(PR-CMa-38). This behaviour is observed in solutions of
high ionic strength, buffered with acetate, and containing
the cation complexing agent 1,2-diaminocyclohexane-NNN'N1-
tetraacetic acid (DCTA).

Further investigation of this perturbed response
suggests that i t may be attributed to changes in the
fluoride content of a mixture of La-complexes in response
to changes in fluoride concentration. The reaction appears
to be pseudo-first order. The change in composition of
this mixture appears to result in a shift in the E° term
of the Nernst equation. Half periods of the order of
300-800 minutes are involved. Available data also suggest
that the forward reaction, towards equilibrium at lower F -
concentrations, is much slower than the reverse reaction -
towards equilibrium at higher F -concentrations.

This program has now been terminated.

The results of our investigations on the kinetics of
the FSIE and i t s application to the measurement of nanograms/
g fluoride concentrations are being written up for publi-
cation.
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2.4.2 Counting Room

A total of 97 samples was received. These were
analyzed as follows:

Nal(Tl) gamma spectra 20
Ge(Li) gamma spectra 105

125

Decay curves beta 5
Gross beta 22

27



DISTRIBUTION OF BETA ANALYSES

Loop

Decay

-—
Gross

X-1

3

4

X-3

1

4

X-4

-

4

X-5

-

4

U-1

1

2

U-2

-

2

U-5

-

2

DISTRIBUTION OF GAMMA ANALYSES

Analyses
for

X-1

2

X-4

1

X-5

1

U-1

3

U-2

2

U-5

3

NRU

34

Special
Analysis

79
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2.4.3 Mass Spectrometer Automation

- W.J. Edwards, in collaboration with J.P. Mislan and
A.E. Smith (E.I. & P.)

The design and installation of a simple electronic
interface between a PDP-8 computer and a quadrupole mass
spectrometer has been completed. The interface does not
interfere with the normal operation of the mass spectro-
meter but permits the PDP-8 to acquire a digitized
spectrum when desired. Such spectra are then processed
by a Fortran program which locates and measures peaks
and outputs mass number and intensity.

The operation of the interface circuitry and the
processing program have been tested on various mass
spectra with generally satisfactory results . Some further
refinement is necessary in the signal conditioning portion
of the electronics to remove 60 Hz pickup and improve the
signal/noise ratio.

2.4.4 233Pa in NRU Heavy Water

- W.J. Edwards

In order to obtain good reproducibility in the
measurement of 233Pa in D20, care must be taken that the
material is not adsorbed on the walls of sample transfer
vessels, or on traces of floe which may sett le from
solution. A series of tests has indicated that making
the samples 1 mol/dm3 in HF and H2SO<, is sufficient to
complex the 233Pa and prevent loss. The 233Pa may then
be measured without further treatment of the solution by
high resolution Ge(Li) y-spectrometry.
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2.5 DEUTERIUM ANALYSIS

2 . 5 . 1 Deuterium Analyses

- W.M. Thurston, R.W. Jones, M.W.D. James

The following is a summary of deuterium analyses
for the period September 4 - December 6, inclusive.

No. of Samples Branch Program

Physical Chemistry H2-H2O Exchange
General Chemistry Electrolysis-Catalyst

Exchange
General Chemistry M.S. Testing
General Chemistry Interlaboratory
General Chemistry Miscellaneous
Chemical Engineering Packing Tests

45,761

2.5.2 Heavy Water Analysis - Cooperation with Production Plants

- W.M. Thurston, R.W. Jones, M.W.D. James

2.5.3 Analysis of H2S for Deuterium

- W.H. Stevens, A.S. Denovan

The work in the above two sections is described in
internal CRNL reports.

2.6 ELECTROCHEMISTRY

2.6.1 Investigation of Electrolyte Purity

- M. Hammerli, W.J. Olmstead (XPS by P.R. Norton and
R.L. Tapping, Physical Chemistry Branch)

Our practice of storing high purity acids and
electrolytes in Teflon - FEP bottles is now questionable
in view of a recent article (R.W. Dabeka et al., Anal. Chem.
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£8 (19 76) 12 03) which states that "Teflon-FEP was a
persistent source of iron, nickel, chromium and manganese"
and suggests polypropylene behaves better. Our vacuum
distillation, transfer, and storage techniques for
sulphuric acid and 1 mol/dm3 sulphuric acid electrolyte
were therefore tested with polycrystalline Pt electrodes
by measuring the electrolytic H/D separation factor,
and by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

Since S H D , especially on Pt, is sensitive to platable
impurities, it was measured on a Pt bead electrode (̂ 2 mm
diameter, ^0.13 cm2 geometric surface area) in a
1 mol/dm3 H2SOi, - 10% D20 electrolyte which was made up
from vacuum distilled H2SOi, but which was stored in Teflon-
FEP. A constant current of 100 mA corresponding to a
current density of ^770 mA-cm"2, was passed for 100 minutes.
The cathodic overpotential changed from -310 mV to -604 mV
versus the standard hydrogen electrode and S H D increased
simultaneously from 5.85 to 7.02.

A second experiment (new cathode) using a constant
cathodic overpotential of -400 mV for 275 minutes was also
carried out. In this case, the measured current decreased
from 160 mA to 24 mA (1230 to 185 mA-cm 2) and S H D i n~
creased from 6.18 to 8.06.

These observed changes in either potential or current
behaviour and the corresponding changes in Sfjp could be
indicative of platable impurities in the electrolyte.

The absence of heavy metals in the previous single
crystal platinum oxygen evolution experiments (cf. PR-CMa-38)
based on the same batch of stored acid, can be rationalized
on the basis that plating would not be expected at the
positive electrode potential required for oxygen evolution.

A portion of the electrolyte was then doubly vacuum
distilled in a quartz still and added directly to the
Pyrex cell. A clean polycrystalline Pt electrode (0.5 cm
x 1.0 cm) was polarized cathodically with a constant DC
current of 200 mA, when plating would be expected to
occur, for 100 minutes (1200 coulombs). This electrode
was removed from the electrolyte with the cathodic potential
still applied and transferred to P.R. Norton and R.L. Tapping
for XPS analysis.

The XPS analysis detected no metallic impurities above
^0.05 monolayers, the limit of detection. It did detect,
however, ^0.5 monolayers of sulphur and ^0.25 monolayers
of nitrogen, probably as NO3 or NO2 . The sulphur de-
tected could come from the electrolyte but the source of
nitrate or nitrite is not clear.
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From the XPS analysis we conclude our vacuum distilla-
tion techniques are capable of producing high purity
electrolyte. SJJD experiments in the repurified electrolyte
•should confirm this conclusion. Single crystal experi-
ments in both the anodic (oxygen evolution) and cathodic
(hydrogen evolution) regime should thus yield meaningful
results.

2.6.2 Tve Combined Electrolysis Catalytic Exchange (CECE)
Process

- M. Hammerli, A.S. Denovan

2.6.3 Evaluation of the Ag/Pd Method for Removing Hydrogen
from the Pressure Tube Annulus Gas

- M. Hammerli, W.J. Olmstead

The work in the above two sections is described in
internal CRNL reports.

2.7 MASS SPECTROMETRY AND FUEL ANALYSIS

2.7.1 Spark Source Mass Spectrometry

- I.H. Crocker, S.V. Armstrong, C.H. Knight

(1) Trace Impurity Analysis of High Purity Cadmium
Telluride Crystals (in cooperation with J.G.V. Taylor,
Neutron and Solid State P', ysics Branch)

As part of the program to prepare superior quality
cadmium telluride radiation detector crystals, preliminary
spark source mass spectrometric analyses were done on
several samples. Self electrodes were sawn from the CdTe
and sparked for various lengths of time in order to
detect the presence of elemental contaminants in the
10 "* atom percent range. Only three impurity elements
were found, indium (45 x lO"1* atom % ) , iodine (2 x 10 **
atom %) and sodium (7 x 10"1* atom %) . Because Cd and Te
each have eight isotopes, several regions of the mass
scale are obscured by singly-and multiply - charged ions
of these matrix elements. Among the mass numbers totally
or partially obscured are those occupied by the elements
Ca, Mn, Fe, Ni and Cu. Thus their absence from this high
purity CdTe cannot be confirmed by this particular
technique.
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(2) Trace Analysis Standards Program

Our testing of a set of commercially prepared
standards for spark source mass spectrometry has been
completed (cf. PR-CMa-33). These standards consisted
of enriched minor isotopes of Pb, Eu, Cd, Mo, Ni and Ca
in a graphite matrix at concentration levels of 10, 100
and 1000 x lO"1* atom %. We found that the "standards"
were of limited accuracy, and this has been confirmed by
a colleague in another laboratory and ultimately by the
commercial supplier himself. The reasons for the errors
are not established. Segregation of the isotopes in the
graphite matrix is one suggested possibility.

(3) Operation of the AEI MS-702 Mass Spectrometer

A considerable portion of this quarter was devoted
to training. Minor problems with the magnet power unit
were solved with the assistance of the Electronic
Instrument Maintenance Section.

2.7.2 Uranium Fuel Burnup Measurements

- I.H. Crocker, J.A. Schruder, S.R. Bokwa, C.H. Knight

Isotooic analyses of 63 samples of starting material
and irradiated pellets were completed for Fuel Engineering,
Fuel Materials, and Nuclear Materials Control Branches.
Thirteen irradiated pellets were dissolved and the uranium
contents purified for mass spectrometric analysis. The
#3 hot cell in Building 250 was unavailable for sample
preparation for one month of this period while 15 litres
of highly active waste solution were solidified and sent
to storage.

2.7.3 Thermionic Source Mass Spectrometry

- I.H. Crocker, J.A. Schruder, C.H. Knight, S.R. Bokwa

(1) Reactor Poison Analyses for Bruce Generating Station

Additional samples of sodium tetraborate and gadolinium
nitrate hexahydrate were analyzed for their isotopic
abundances to verify that they met requirements for the
guaranteed shutdown state of the Bruce reactors. This
work was performed for Ontario Hydro. The special
procedure for boron was described in PR-CMa-33, Sec.
2.7.4(1). Gadolinium analysis was readily done using the
Gd+ ions produced from Gd2O3.
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(2) Operation of the Thermionic Mass Spectrometers

The Nuclide SU 2.2 and CEC 21-703 mass spectrometers
both operated satisfactorily during the period, although
the spare vacuum lock source carriage is s t i l l not
operational in spite of having been rebuilt by the manu-
facturer.

2.7.4 Analytical Support - Plutonium Fuel Fabrication Line

- I.H. Crocker, F.C. Miller, L.G. Shurrock,
B.W. Hildebrandt

This work i s described in an internal CRNL report.

2 . 8 PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

2 . 8 . 1 Publications

(1) Application of High-Speed Liquid Chromatography to
the Analysis of Polyoxyethylene Surfactants and their
Decomposition Products in Industrial Process Waters
R.M. Cassidy and CM. Niro
J. Chromatog. 12 6, 787-794 (1976)

2.8.2 Lectures

(1) The following lectures were presented at the 5th
Annual CRNL-WNRE Analytical Chemistry Information
Exchange Meeting held at CRNL October 5-6, 1976.

"Chemical Analysis Problems Associated with Laser Isotope
Separation" by J.P. Mislan

"Redox Processes in Groundwater" by J. Gulens

"Application of the Fluoride Specific Ion Electrode to
the Determination of Fluoride in Aqueous Media at
Concentrations below 10~8 g F~/g (5 x 10~7 M)"
by R.C. Hawkings

"A Low Cost Mass Spectrometer System for D/H Analysis
in H2O, H2 and H2S" by W.M. Thurston

"Analysis of Polyoxyethylene Surfactants by High
Performance Liquid Chromatography" by R.M. Cassidy.
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(2) Parasitic Heavy Water Production
by M. Hammerli
presented at the Pall 1976 Meeting of the Catalysis
Discussion Group, DREO, Shirley Bay, Oct. 22/76

(3) Application of High-Speed Liquid Chromatography to
the Analysis of Polyxoyethylene Surfactants and their
Decomposition Products in Industrial Process Waters
by R.M. Cassidy and CM. Niro
Presented by R.M. Cassidy at the 11th International
Symposium on Advances in Chromatography, Houston,
Texas, Nov. 1-4/76.
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3.2 RADIATION CHEMISTRY

3.2.1 Pulsed Electron Radiation Chemistry
- A.W. Boyd and O.A. Miller

(a) Exchange Yields in the Radiolysis of 2 BN 2-
3 0N 2

Mixtures (with C. Willis, National Research Counci1)

The exchange yield in the 60Co Y-ray radiolysis of
2 8N 2-

3 0N 2 mixtures is G(exch) =7.5. As we reported in
PR-CMa-38, AECL-5618, the discrepancy between this value
and that calculated from the ion and excited state yields
can be explained, at least in part, by the reactions be-
tween N+ and N2. Another uncertainty in this low dose
rate yield is the contribution due to the Nt ion. The
yield of this is G(N£) = 2.2 and it reacts very quickly
with N2.

nt + 2N2 nt + n2
k1 = 8 x 10-

29 cm5- molecules"2, s"1

The Ni, will react with 02.

[2] Nt + 02 » 2N2 + o£

k2 = 4 x 10"
10 cm3-molecules"1•s"1(2)

At 60Co y-ray dose rates only a few ppm of 02 are suf
ficient to suppress the neutralization of Nt.

[3] Nt + e —*• 2N + N2

k3
 : 10"7 cm3•molecules"*-s"1

Reactions [1] and [2] should not contribute to the ex-
change yield. The uncertainty is whether the concentra-
tion of Oa or some other molecule which could react as
in [2] is sufficiently high to suppress reaction [3J
during irradiations with doses up to 10 2 2 eV-g"1.

To resolve this we have irradiated 2 8N 2-
3 0N 2 mix-

tures with electron pulses from a Van de Graaff and a
linear accelerator. At the dose rates obtained a ratio
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TABLE 3.2.1.1

Exchange Yields from Van de Graaff and
Linac Irradiations of *gN2-3''N2 Mixtures'

G(exch)

Dose Rate eV-g" • s~

Sample Composition

93 kPa N2

25 kPa N2

25 kPa N2

0.1% O2

2.5 kPa N2
0.5% O2

25 kPa N2

2% 0,

2 x

10 ±

4.4

3.6

3 ±

10

0

+

+

0

23

.5

0

0

.5

(a)

.2

.4

6 x

13 ±

9 ±

7 ±

4 ±

1024(b)

1.5

1

1

0.5

(a) Van de Graaff 1 us pulses. Doses in range 3 toCRNL
12 x 10 2 1 eV-g

(b)NRC Linac 40 ns pulses. Dos^ 8 x 1021 eV-g"1.
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of 0 2 to N 2 of 10"" or greater is needed to suppress
reaction [3]. Preliminary results are given in Table
3.2.1.1.

The uncertainties in these yields are largely due
to the spread in the dosimetry measurements which were
done using N 2O-1% SF6 mixtures taking G (N2) = 8.

The increase in the exchange yield from the neutral-
ization of Nt should be AG(exch) = 2.2. This is approxi-
mately equal to the difference between the Van de Graaff
and 6°Co y-ray values in pure N 2. However the- Van de
Graaff yields in the mixtures containing O2 are less than
those previously obtained in 6°Co v-ray irradiations(3,4).
Further results are needed before this and the results
with the Linac can be interpreted.

(1) A. Good, D.A. Durden and P. Kebarle, J. Chem.
Phys. J52, 212 (1970).

(2) D.B. Dunkin, F.C. Fehsenfeld, A.L. Schmeltekopf
and E.E. Ferguson, J. Chem. Phys. 5_£, 3817 (1971).

(3) M. Anbar and P. Perlstein, J. Phys. Chem. £8,
1234 (1964).

(4) D.H. Dawes and R.A. Back, J. Phys. Cham, 69,
2355 (1966).

3.2.2 Pulse Radiolysis of Liquid Systems
- W.A. Seddon, J.W. Fletcher and F.C. Sopchyshyn

(a) Correlation of Electron Properties in Alkali
Metal Systems

A general correlation of optical spectra and yields
of solvated electrons (eg") and metal electron species
((M+, eg), M~)) in alkali metal systems has been developed
and will be presented at the Faraday Society Discussions,
"Radiation Effects in Liquids and Solids", in March 1977.

In C2H5NH2/NH3 mixtures the eg optical absorption
band exhibits a pronounced dependence on solvent com-
position, consistent with preferential solvation by NH3.
This is similar to the effect observed in polar/non-
polar mixtures where polar solvent aggregates are formed.

Although the peak position (A m a x) for the ion
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(M , eg) is more solvent dependent than that of eg, the
deviation from a linear solvent composition dependence
for mixed solvent systems is less- This indicates that
(M+, ei) has a solvation shell-which is more representa-
tive of the bulk composition.

The peak position of the anion M~ is less solvent
dependent than either eg or (M+, ei) indicating less
solvent participation, consistent with M~ being a centro-
symmetric species. The solvent dependence decreases in
the series eg, I~, Na~, K", Rb" and Cs~- We have util-
ized this correlation to establish an emperical solvent
polarity scale.

Initial yields of e~ measured by pulse radiolysis
in methylamine (MA), ethylamine (EA) and isopropylamine
(IPA) correspond to Ge- ^ 2, whereas the fraction of

electrons escaping the spur decreases markedly in the
order MA > EA > IPA. The results indicate that the
decay processes for e s in MA (and NH3) are slow compared
to the rate of diffusion. In EA and IPA the decay is
markedly temperature dependent and at temperatures ap-
proaching the freezing point is comparable to that in
MA. The escape yields in both EA and IPA at low temper-
atures approach that observed for MA.

(b) Ethers

Using solutions of sodium tetraphenyl boron in
tetrahydrofuran (THF) , dimethoxy ethane (DM*)) , and the
polyglycoldimethyl ethers (glymes), we have investigated
the effect of coordination on the optical spectra of
alkali metal cation-electron pairs in ethers. In the
above series of ethers the chelating or cation solvating
ability increases markedly in the order THF < DME <
diglyme < triglyme. For DME and diglyme we observe two
types of aggregate having absorption maxima at ^ 900 and
1600 nm. On the basis of the optical-esr correlation
discussed previously (PR-CMa-38, AECL-5618) we propose
that the 900 nm band corresponds to a "tight" ion-pair
structure (M+, ei)tight/ whereas the 1600 nm band relates
to a "loose" ion-pair (M+, es)loose*

3.2.3 Photochemical Isotope Separation
- R.D. McAlpine, D.K. Evans and F.K. McClusky

(a) Laser Induced Decomposition of Formic Acid

The irradiation of formic acid using a focussed
beam has been continued using an HF laser instead of a
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DF laser (see PR-CMa-38, AECL-5618). The yields with
HF are ^ 103 those obtained with DF and while the HF lines
occur in a spectral region where only OH containing mole-
cules absorb it is possible that several isotopic species
are excited by the DF laser.

The P2(5) line of the HF laser (A = 2.795 urn) is
absorbed into vi (OH stretch) of the HCOOH monomer.
Absorption by either HCOOH dimer or HCOOD (monomer and
dimer) is probably less than 10"2 of the absorption by
the HCOOH monomer. At the temperatures and pressures
used in these experiments ^ 16% of the total pressure is
due to the monomer.

Preliminary results for laser irradiation of HCOOH/
HCOOD mixtures are given in Table 3.2.3.1. The isotopic
composition of the hydrogen has been measured but because
of the small amount of this product accurate values for
the isotope effect in these mixtures have not yet been
obtained. It does appear, however, that the value of a
(= (H/D)hydrogen/(H/D)reactants) is of the order of 10.

The CO and H2 yields in Table 3.2.3.1 show approxi-
mately first order dependence on the concentration of
HCOOH. This suggests that absorption into HCOOH is a
necessary first step to any decomposition.

Both this and the apparently large value of a are ...
consistent with the mechanism of Goodman and co-workers
for decomposition induced by high power density laser
irradiation. In this mechanism the intense photon yield
causes an oscillating sequential absorption which results
in a highly excited level from which unimolecular decay
can occur.

(b) Near Infrared Spectrum of Formic Acid

In PR-CMa-38, AECL-5618 we reported the observation
of 5 members of an IR frequency progression in liquid
HCOOH. Studies have now been carried out on HCOOD which
conclusively indicate that this progression is due to
V2 (C-H stretch). In addition most of the combination
and overtone bands have now been assigned from 4,000 to
14,000 cm"1 for both HCOOH and HCOOD.

(1) M.F. Goodman and E. Thiele, Phys. Rev. A_5, 1355
(1972).
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TABLF 3.2.3.1

Yields of H2 and CO from the HF
Laser Irradiation of HCOOH and HCOOD Mixtures

Total Pressure 2.7 kPa Power 'v 2.5 x 10 Watts

Molecules per Pulse

HCOOH
HCOOD

1.00

0.67

0.43

0.25

0.023

No. Of
Pulses

2 x 10'2

1 x 10'2

6 x 10"

3 x 10"

7 x 10'°

CO

2 x 10'"

9 x 1 0 "

4 x 10'3

3 x 10"

4 x 10'2

aMaximum HCOOH content, as stated by manufacturers of
HCOOD used.

3.3 HYDROGEN-WATER EXCHANGE

3.3.1 Kinetic Studies of the Isotopic Exchange Between Hydrogen
and Water
- J.P. Butler, J. den Hartog and F.W. Molson
- J.H. Rolston, D.E. Clegg and L.W. Thomson

The results of this research are given in an
internal CRNL report.
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3.3.2 Surface Studies by X-ray and UV Photoelectron Spec-
troscopy (XPS and UPS)
- P.R. Norton, R.L. Tapping and J.W. Goodale

(a) Reduction of Oxygen on Platinum Single Crystals

The reduction of adsorbed oxygen on a Pt(lll) sur-
face with gaseous H2 was found by XPS measurements to
be rapid at 295 K and to follow the same kinetic equa-
tion as was observed on polycrystalline platinum(D.
The reaction rate per H2 molecular collision at half
reduction was < 0.1, much slower than that reported by
other workers(2). Further work is planned on this
system and on Pt(llO) surfaces.

(b) Electrochemical and XPS Studies of Platinum (with
M. Hammerli, General Chemistry Branch and J.A. Davies,
Solid State Science Branch)

High purity polycyrstalline Pt samples were sub-
jected to both anodic and cathodic treatments and then
analysed by XPS. These experiments were designed to
test the purity of the solutions used in the electro-
chemical experiments and the results are reported in
Section 2.6.1.

(c) UPS Studies on Condensed Gases

Recent theories'3' indicate that the line broaden-
ing observed when a molecule is adsorbed on a metal
surface may be due either to crystal field or image force
effects. It was decided to test these theories by mea-
surements on condensed gases. Accordingly, a liquid-
helium-cooled probe and syphon was developed that was
compatible with the ESCA-3 and which could attain tem-
peratures of < 20 K.

Measurements were made on condensed N2 (no dipole
moment), CO and Ar. Both N 2 and CO showed significant
line broadening and under experimental conditions in
which the resolution was ^ 0.09 eV, linewidths of >
0.6 eV were measured. Solid Ar proved to be such a good
insulator that it was not possible to obtain meaningful
linewidth measurements. The origin of the broadening
remains obscure but it now seems certain that it will
never be possible to resolve vibrational structure in the
condensed state. These are the first reported data of
high resolution UPS measurements on condensed simple
gases.
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(d) Studies on Actinide Metals and Nitri ies (with
W.J.L. Buyers and T.M. Holden, Solid State and
Neutron Physics Branch)

A disk of thorium (1 mm thick x 8 mm diameter) was
machined from a bar supplied by W.J.L. Buyers. The
sample was mounted on the high temperature probe and
subjected to prolonged high temperature A r + ion sputter-
ing. Clean thorium metal proved to be extremely re-
active but with care a surface containing not more than
.05 monolayers total impurity could be produced. XPS
and UPS measurements showed the presence of the Th 6d
band. Thorium nitride was then formed iri situ by heat-
ing the disk to 1000°C and admitting N 2 gas to a pres-
sure of ^ 1300 Pa. The stoichiometry of the surface was
checked by reference to XPS measurements made on bulk
UN, after suitable correction for cross sections had
been made. The measured stoichiometry was ThNj_,i. The
thorium nitride so produced was then examined by XPS and
UPS and no electronic states were detected at the Fermi
level, indicating that all the d electrons are involved
in bonding nitrogen. The valence band of ThN extends
from 2 to approximately 8 eV below the Fermi level with
a width and position similar to that observed in UN. The
absence of emission intensity in ThN and its presence
in UN (PR-CMa-37, Section 3.3.2) strongly indicates that
the peak at the Fermi level in UN is largely of f-
character, in agreement with theory. It is believed that
the high density of f-states at the Fermi level is re-
sponsible for the lack of spin-wave excitations in neutron
scattering measurements. Further experiments are plan-
ned to measure the effect upon the sharp f-band of UN
in passing through the Neel point at ^ 50 K.

(e) Rutherford Backscattering from Clean Single Crystal
Surfaces (with J.A. Davies and M.L. Swanson, Solid
State Science Branch)

A series of experiments was carried out on a Pt(100)
crystal to examine surface reiconstruction in the presence
of H2 in the vacuum produced by the cryoshield in the
2.5 MeV Van de Graaff and to measure the effect of lateral-
reordering upon the backscattered spectrum. Details ap-
pear in Section 1.2.4.

(1) P.R. Norton, J. Catalysis, 36., 211 (1975).

(2) R.B. Merrill and W.H. Weinberg, 23rd American
Vacuum Society Meeting, Chicago, September 1976
and private communication

(3) J.W. Gadzuk, NBS, Washington, private communication.
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3.4 ISOTOPE CHEMISTRY

3.4.1 Conductivity and Ultraviolet-Visible Spectrophotometry
of Methylamide/Methylamlne Solutions
- E.A. Symons and J.D. Bennett

3.4.2 Thermal Decomposition of Methylamine
- E.A. Symons, J.D. Bonnett and P.J. Mason

3.4.3 Thermal Decomposition of Methylamide/Methylamine
Solutions
- J.D. Halliday and P.E. Bindner

The results of the research under these headings
are given in an internal CRNL report.

3.4.4 Hydrolysis of N,N'-Dimethylform<-.:iidine (DMFA)
- J.D. Halliday and E.A. Symons

All but one of the detectable impurities present in
the DMFA synthesized last quarter (PR-CMa-38, Section
3.4.4) have been identified and all have been signifi-
cantly reduced in concentration.

The NMR spectrum of a partially thermally decomposed
sample of DMFA is shown in Figure 3.4.4.1 with peak
assignments and the proposed reaction sequence. The
assigned structure of I is consistent with the observed
NMR spectrum.

The major impurity, CH3-N-(CH=N-CH3)2 (I), arises
from the thermal instability of neat DMFA. The N-
methylformamidine is generated by hydrolysis of DMFA as
a result of moisture contamination.

Of major interest is the discovery that the reaction
steps to form I are reversible; the addition of an excess
of CH3NH2 over I results in a large reduction in the
level of I after 18 hours at 296 K. A procedure based
on this observation was used to reduce the impurity
levels in the stock DMFA to less than 0.1%.
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3.5 REPORTS, PUBLICATIONS AND LECTURES

3.5.1 Publications

Photoemission Studies of the Adsorption and Reaction of
Hydrogen and Oxygen on Platinum
- P.R. Norton, R.L. Tapping and J.W. Goodale,
J. Vac. Sci. and Technol. (in press).

3.5.1 Lectures

Activity of Platinuin-Carbon-TefIon Catalysts for
Tritium Separation
- J.P. Butler, seminar given at joint AECL-ERDA meeting
on Detritiation of Water, Toronto, 20 October, 1976.
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4.2 SURFACE CHEMISTRY

4.2.1 Current-Voltage (I-V) Characteristics of Zirconium Oxide Films

- B. Cox and V.C. Ling

There is still concern that the act of polarizinq
specimens in the fused salt bath may modify the properties
of the oxide film and hence affect any conclusions drawn
about the effects of the various pre-treatments used (see
PR-CMa-38, Section 4.2.1). In the past, confidence that
this was not the situation was gained from the observation
that the peculiarities of oxides prepared in different ways
did not vanish with time and a number of repeated polari-
zations in the fused-salt. However, during the last quarter,
several instances of large irreversible peaks on the
cathodic side of some polarization curves have left doubts
as to which was the actual cathodic current characteristic
of the oxide, and have led to a search for other ways to
characterize the oxide without the extensive polarisation
(about +400 to -800 mV) currently used.

We are currently investigating the polarization
resistance technique for measuring oxidation currents,
coupled with less frequent polarizations over a more
restricted range of voltage to characterize the differences
between films (particularly on the anodic side). A i10 mV
polarization from the oxidation potential is used for the
polarization resistance, and experience has shown that
stable reproducible curves can only be obtained at high
polarization rates (20 V/h). This results in considerable
hysteresis, but does permit an accurate slope to be
measured at zero applied potential. The polarization
resistance shows the expected increase with increasing
oxidation time, but it is too early yet to say whether
satisfactory values for oxidation currents can be obtained.

To evaluate the oxidation current,values for the
Tafel slopes of the ionic and electronic current curves
must be used. These slopes are known to vary from specimen
to specimen and with time for any particular specimen.
They do not have a fixed theoretical relationship to the
number of electrons transferred in the electrode process
as is the case in aqueous-electrochemistry. In fact,
fitting the polarization curves to a Tafel type relation-
ship is only an approximation - whether this approximation
is sufficiently close to permit the polarization resistance
technique to be used meaningfully remains to be seen.

4.2.2 Low-Temperature Oxidation of Zirconium Alloys

- B. Cox and V.C. Ling

In order to determine the lowest temperature at
which visible oxidation (interference colours) of zirconium
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alloys can be observed, specimens of Zr-2.5% Nb alloy have
boon exposed in laboratory air at 100, 125, 150, 175, and
200°C (373, 398, 423, 448 and 473 K ) . After 222 days no
interference colours were visible on the specimens at 100,
125, and 150°C (373, 398 and 423 K ) ; at 175°C (448 K) a
first order gold colour of 'v 15 ran thickness was visible
and at 200°C (473 K) a thicker oxide equivalent to about
2 3 nm was visible at the same time. The air-formed film
on a pickled surface is initially thought to be about 4-6 nm
thick. Earlier results in water were not obtained at
temperatures below 200°C (473 K ) . At this temperatures
the oxide was about 70 nm thick at comparable times as
judged from the interference colour. Weight gains were
higher as a result of localized formation of thicker oxide
which did not obscure the interference colours (B. Cox,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5610).

4.2.3 Electrochemical Polarization in the Fused Nitrate-Nitrite
Eutectic at 573~K

- N. Ramasubramanian

(a) Platinum

The behaviour of platinum microelectrodes was
studied by fast scan voltammetry. Repeated polarization
brought about changes in the cathodic half and the peak
at -1.24 V (measured against a platinum foil) became
well-defined. This peak is identified with the formation
of a film of sodium oxide on the platinum surface
(H.S. Swofford and H.A. Laitinen, J. Electrochem. Soc.
110, 814, 1963). A peak at -1.1 V in the reverse scan
is attributed to the oxidation of the sodium oxide formed.

(b) Iron

The potential of an iron wire electrode on immersion
was -0.4 V; gradually the potential moved to positive values
and steadied at +0.01 V. The polarization curves were
similar to those traced on platinum micro-electrodes and
were little affected by the oxidation of iron. The sodium
oxide peak was at -1.55 V.

(c) Oxidized_Zirconium_anrt_Zirconium_Alloy_s£

A well-defined peak at -1.2 V is seen in the case
of Zircaloy-2;all Zircaloy-2 samples oxidized in the salt
for various periods showed this peak in the fast scan
voltammetry. With crystal bar zirconium an indication
of the presence of a broad peak at -1.2 V was noticed.
None of the Zr-2.5% Nb samples (different heat treatments)
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oxidized in oxygen-free steam at 573 K over a period of
% 1100 h showed any evidence of a peak at % -1.2 V,
whereas the sample oxidized in the fused salt at 57 3 K
to nearly the same weight gain showed a definite inflexion
at -1.2 V during the cathodic scans.

(d) Sodium_Oxide_Forinatign

The observation of a cathodic peak related to a
surface reaction giving sodium oxide formation can be
used as a measure of the electrical conductivity of the
working electrode. The sodium oxide formed dissolves
away in the salt eutectic when the electrode is left to
stand at open circuit; excepting the effects of
surface roughening, during repeated polarizations, the
reproducibility is good. The oxidizing 7ircaloy-2
samples have localized sites as conducting as platinum
and iron because a well-defined and fairly intense
cathodic peak at -1.2 V is observed during voltammetric
scans. The oxide films on crystal bar zirconium and
Zr-2.5% Nb oxidized in oxygen free steam are almost free
of such high conductivity sites; the presence of conducting
sites in oxide films on Zr-2.5% Nb appears to be related
to the presence of oxygen in the oxidizing medium. It
should be noted that when the peak is observed it is at
-1.27 V on zirconium and Zr-2.5% Nb and at -1.2 V on
Zircaloy-2.

(e) Analy_sis_of_Polarization_Curyes_-_Oxidized_ZircaloYi2

A linear extrapolation of the forward anodic portion
of a Zircaloy-2 polarization curve gave an oxidation current
of 2 yA at the rest potential; this current was found to
be low compared to that calculated from the weight gain
data (PR-CMa-38; 4.2.3). The reason for this discrepancy
is that the polarization curve includes contributions
from the salt decomposition reactions occurring on the
conducting sites. A correction is applied as follows: It
is assumed that the surface reactions of salt decomposition
and sodium oxide formation are related proportionately.
The data obtained on platinum are used as the reference
standard. For the oxidized Zircaloy-2 sample, area of the
sodium oxide peak at -1.2 V is obtained from the cathodic
fast scan and for this area the corresponding decomposition
current-voltage curve is evaluated from the platinum
reference. The difference of 0.04 V, between the two
peak potentials, is then added.

In applying the correction the anodic decomposition
current is subtracted from the observed current and the
cathodic decomposition current up to the rest potential is
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added to the observed current. The resulting corrected
curve represented charge transport through the zirconium
oxide; extrapolation of the curve yielded an oxidation
current of 5.5 pA, in good agreement with the weight gain
data.

The electron current flow through the zirconium
oxide can also be evaluated using the following relations
amongst the various currents

i) at potentials negative to the rest potential
i i + ie - ii

ii) potentials positive to +.04 V i o = isd + ie +

iii) between rest potential and 0 V io = ii - isd "

iv) between 0 and +.04 V io = ii + ie -

where the subscripts 0, Sd, e and i represent observed,
salt decomposition, electron flow in zirconia and ion
flow in zirconia.

4.2.4 SEM Examination of Zr-2.5 wt% Nb Pressure Tube Joints

- R.A. Ploc and M.A. Miller

Sections well removed from the rolled joints were
taken from the two tubes described in PR-CMa-38, section
4.2.5(a) and (b). The inside surfaces of the tubes were
examined and found to contain hydride flakes identical
in size and distribution (as at the rolled joint) for the
zero clearance joint but no radial hydrides were detected
in the tube with the 'normal joint1.

4.2.5 Thermal Oxidation of Zirconium

- R.A. Ploc and M.A. Miller

Several samples of crystal-bar zirconium have been
oxidized for two years in flowing oxygen at 573 and 623 K.
Following 364 days of oxidation the samples possessed
average film thicknesses of 0.45 pm (623 K ) . These numbers
after 750 days were 8.0 ym and 1.15 um respectively. Clearly
the 573 K samples had experienced 'breakaway' oxidation
while the 62 3 K samples had not.

SEM investigations revealed that at the lower
temperature the film partially spalled at several dozens
of points per mm2 revealing a cross section of several
distinct layers most of which showed columnar growth.
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Internal features indicated well-developed crystallographic
oxide growth. The sample surface also supported many
sharply defined, equiaxed crystallographically facetted
growths from about 1 to 0.3 pm in diameter. X-ray
analysis indicated a predominant presence of Cd and Cr;
however, selected area electron diffraction studies have
failed to identify the crystal structure.

Examination of the 623 K samples did not reveal any
of the particles mentioned above and very limited spallinq
(in numbers and depth) of the oxide. Indications were
that the samples were on the verge of"breakaway" if the
number of spalled areas were any indication. Cracking of
the oxide along 'grain boundaries' resulting from oxidation
^nisotropy was evident at both temperatures.

4.2.6 Lattice Parameter Determinations from Kikuchi Patterns

- R.A. Ploc and M.A. Miller

A computer program used for calculating the
lattice parameters (or electron wavelengths) of triclinic
crystals from Kikuchi patterns has been obtained (A. Olsen
J. Appl. Cryst. £ (1976) 9), debugged and successfully
operated. Parameters can be determined with a relative
uncertainty of about 0.1% or, in other words, for a typical
cubic parameter of 0.3 nm, to about +_ 0.0003 nm. Dilation and
expansion of a lattice caused by alloying (say, for instance,
oxygen absorption in Zr) can be accurately determined.

4.2.7 Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAD) Spot Patterns
Analysis

- R.A. Ploc and M.A. Miller

The computer program XIDENT described by Rhoades
(Micron, £, (1975) 123) has been obtained, corrected,
debugged and successfully operated.

4.2.8 Corrosion of Zr3Al-Base Alloys

- E.M. Schulson and T.P. Trottier

(a) Oxidation_in_Pressurized_Water_X8i2_MPa_|_575_K2.

Further to PR-CMa-38 (4.2.4a) a Zr-8.95% Al alloy
transformed to Zr3Al (containing < 1% aZr(Al)) continues
to show pinkish-green interference colors after 442 days.
The weight gain is 22 ± 2 mg/dm2, corresponding to an
oxidation rate of < 0.02 mg/dm2-day. This example
illustrates the excellent corrosion resistance of Zr3Al
per se.
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(b) Oxidation_of Hot-Rolled Strig

Further to PR-CMa-38 (4.2.4b), a Zr-8.95% Al alloy
hot-rolled to strip at 1375 K and then transformed to Zr3Al
(24 h/1160 K) is being exposed to atmospheric pressure steam
(0.1 MPa) at 675 K. After 130 days, the weight gain and
the oxidation rate appear to be lower than corresponding
values for un-worked material from the same ingot (i.e.
35 mg/dmz and 0.23 mg/dm2-day versus 70 mg/dm2 at
0.55 mg/dm2-day). The reduction is attributed to a redis-
tribution of the aZr phase (present in small (< 1% by vol.)
amounts in the Zr3Al matrix). Clearly, hot-working is not
detrimental to the oxidation rate. If anything, it is
beneficial.

4.2.9 Determination of KT,, for Zr-2.5 wt% Nb
— in

- E.M. Schulson and T.P. Trottier

Further to PR-CMa-37 (4.2.6), additional double canti-
lever beam specimens (DCB) of Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tubing
have been charged with hydrogen (to 40 and 100 ppm, nominal),
wedge-force loaded, after pre-fatiguing, to achieve a stress-
intensity Ki > 60 MPa-m1/2 (calculated), thermally cycled
to 575 K, and then slowly cooled to 375 K and held. Uncharged
specimens were also prepared and treated in the same way.

After 212 days at 375 K, the as-received tubing has
not cracked. That charged with hydrogen, however, has
cracked, the extent increasing with increasing hydrogen
content. Figure 4.2.9.1 illustrates the increase in crack
length, AC, versus holding time at 375 K and shows that
the incubation time decreases with increasing hydrogen
content. The crack length was measured on polished, convex
surfaces and may not be a true measure of the extent of
sub-surface crack growth.

These experiments are continuing.

4.3 METAL PHYSICS

4.3.1 Experiments in the Harwell High Voltage Electron Microscope

- G.J.C. Carpenter

While on attachment to AERE, Harwell, a number of
experiments were performed in the AEI EM7 high voltage
electron microscope (HVM) , including studies of electron ir-
radiation damage in Zr, Zircaloy-2, Zr3Al and Be. Accounts
of some initial results from these experiments have recently
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Figure 4.2.9.1 Increase in the longitudinal crack-length, AC, on
fatigue-cracked DCB specimens of Zr 2.5% Nb pressure
tubing. The observations were made on the polished,
convex surfaces.
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been published (1,2). Further data are currently being
analyzed and some preliminary results are summarized below.

(i) Radiatign_Damage_in Beryllium

Beryllium has been considered as a possible material
for guide tubes in CANDU power reactors. In order to study
its response to radiation in accelerated tests, thin foil
specimens of beryllium have been irradiated at temperatures
between room temperature and 610 K at damage rates of
i< 5 x 10~3 displacements per atom (dpa)/s.

The response to irradiation is unusual in several
respects. A large incubation dose, nearly 5 dpa, was
required before visible damage clusters were observed at
the lower temperatures (300-400 K ) . In addition, the
concentrations and growth rates of the defect clusters,
in the form of dislocation loops, were relatively low.
Normally, it would be expected that large concentrations
of dislocation loops would form rapidly, with almost zero
incubation dose, during high flux irradiation in the HVM
at low temperatures. No evidence for clustering of
point defects was observed at ^ 600 K, despite the fact
that this represents a relatively low homologous temperature
(0.39 Tin, where T m is the absolute melting temperature).

The results show that a large proportion of the
Frenkel pairs produced by irradiation are annihilated by
recombination, making Be relatively resistant to the
formation of radiation-induced defect clusters. This pro-
bably accounts for the reported absence of radiation growth
in Be.

'ii) Dissolution of_iiZirconium_Hy_dride

The dissolution of needles of Y-zirconium hydride
has been followed in single crystal specimens of Zr during
heating in the HVM. The accelerating voltage and beam
intensity were chosen so that no significant radiation
damage occurred during the time of the experiment.

Associated with the hydride needles are dislocations
which are produced to partly accommodate the volume increase
that accompanies hydride precipitation. It was found that
a significant proportion of these dislocations was not
annihilated when the precipitates dissolved, typically at
temperatures of about 400 K, and was stable up to much
higher temperatures. This is contrary to results obtained
by Bailey (3), who showed that most of the dislocations
were removed on dissolving the hydride particles. The
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difference occurs because in Bailey's work at 100 kV, it
was only possible to examine relatively small precipitates
in thin areas of foil. With larger hydrides, which have
sometimes intersected neighboring particles, the dislocation
arrays may become stabilized into networks by interactions
between different Burgers vectors. In addition, the
image forces between dislocations and the free surfaces
are less important in the thicker specimens that can be
examined in the HVM.

The incomplete annihilation of misfit dislocations
during hydride dissolution accounts for the build up of
strain that can occur during thermal cycling. Irradiation
damage, created at room temperature by electron irradiation
at 1 MeV, completely prevented dislocation annihilation
during subsequent heating by pinning the dislocations and
preventing the glide necessary for their recovery. Thus,
low temperature irradiation between each thermal cycle
would have the effect of increasing the strain accumulated
during each cycle.

(1) G.J.C. Carpenter, "Electron Radiation Damage in Zr
and Zircaloy-2 i:.i a .ligh Voltage Microscope", Proc.
6th European Congress on Electron Microscopy,
Jerusalem, 1976, p.556.

(2) G.J.C. Carpenter, "Observations of Strain Caused by
Irradiation Damage in a High Voltage Electron
Microscope, ibid. p.562.

(3) J.E. Bailey, Acta Met. (1963) !U, 267.

4.3.2 Mechanical Testing

- S.R. MacEwen and F. santone

At the beginning of a stress relaxation test (from
a tensile test) using the computerized mechanical testing
machine, the crosshead must change direction. Because of
the backlash in the gearing system this results in a short
period of time during which the computer has no control over
the test. Therefore, before a constant value of strain can
be maintained, the specimen first elongates and then contracts
elastically as the computer regains control of the test
frame. The duration and the magnitude of the strain
transient depend on the strain rate prior to the initiation
of the relaxation test and on the damping factor in the
feedback loop. In an attempt to minimize the influence of
the crosshead turnaround the following software changes
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have been made:

(i) At the beginning of a strain hold (stress relaxation)
test, the machine is run for 0.4 s at a strain rate
of -5 x 10~5 s"1. This, in effect, simply takes
up the backlash in as short a time possible without
the risk of a large overshoot.

(ii) The damping factor has been made time dependent,
decreasing by roughly an order of magnitude over
the first 30 s of the test.

Initial tests showed improved, but not perfect,
control and further tests are currently being done to
determine the optimum decay rate for the damping factor.

4.3.3 Analysis of Steady-State Creep

- S.R. MacEwen

The expressions derived previously (see PR-CMa-37,
4.3.2 and PR-CMa-38, 4.3.2) for the creep rate stress
exponent n(a), for the apparent activation energy for
creep Q(a), and for the stress dependence of the creep
activation energy dQ/da ha^e been evaluated numerically
for one particular model for the constitutive equations to
describe flow and structure. A standard rate theory
equation was used to describe the variation in strain rate
t with stress a, temperature T, and back stress (structure) T:

...(1)
u V7 L ** J

with

AG = AG - (a-T)bAa'o

In (1) Ao, n*, b and AGO are constants, Aa' is the apparent
activation area which may be stress dependent, and k is
Boltzmann's constant. The Bailey-Orowan equation has been
used to describe how structure, and thus the back stress T,
varies with strain rate and temperature:

t = C Q ( ^ exp(-Q,ykT) ...(2)

In (2), C , s and Q the activation energy for self-diffusion,
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are considered to be constants. In (1) and (2) the values
of Aa', n*, S, and AGo are reasonably well known, either
from theory or from experimental measurement. For
numerical evaluation of the expressions for n, Q and dQ/d-j
the constants Ao and Co must be found by assuming some
reference conditions which define the steady-state creep
rate £r which results from a reference stress ar and back
stress xr» Once Ao and Co are determined from the assumed
reference conditions T, n, Q, and dO/da can be evaluated as
functions of the applied stress.

Calculations have been done assuming rr to bo various
proportions of ar (0.2 <_ Tr/ar ± 1) for various values of
er. If the reference conditions are chosen such that Tr
is a large proportion of ar (say fr/ar > 0.8), n increases
and Q decreases slightly with increasing stress. However,
if tr/or is small n passes through a maximum and Q through
a minimum with increasing stress.

The decrease in n and increase in Q with increasing
stress at high stresses are not in accord with general
experimental observation which shows that n commonly
increases to a maximum and Q decreases to a value close to
Op as stress is increased. Thus it would appear that the
Bailey-Orowan equation is not adequate to describe creep
structure for conditions of high stress and low T/O.

Alternate models for the structure equation, which
account for the dynamic nature of recovery, are being
investigated.

4.3.4 Irradiation Growth

- S.R. MacEwen

It has been suggested by Murgatroyd (meeting of
the Creep Mechanism Discussion Panel, November 16, 1976)
that the apparent saturation in growth strain which occurs
in annealed materials may result from the vacancy concen-
tration in the bulk becoming sufficiently high to cause
recombination to account for all of the point defects generated
during subsequent irradiation. To check the hypothesis,
calculations have been made to determine the vacancy migra-
tion energy required to cause recombination to be greater
than 99%. The calculations were done for the loop density
observed in the single crystal experiment (S.R. MacEwen
and V. Fidleris, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report
AECL-5552) and for a flux and temperature of 6 x 10' n/m2-:?
and 575 K respectively. Figure 4.3.4.1 shows the recombi-
nation rate and the net interstitial flux to aligned prismatic
loops and to aligned edge network dislocations as functions
of the vacancy migration energy, Ê J. For very low or very
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Figure 4.3.4.1 The effect of vacancy migration energy on recombina-
tion rate, and on the net interstitial flux to
prismatic loops and edge dislocations. Calculations
were done for T = 575 K, flux = 6 x 10 I 6 n/m 2s,
pri—atic loop number density = 1 x 10 Z 0 m~3,
average loop radius =6.5 nm, network dislocation
density = 2 x 10 1 0 nt~2; recombination expressed in
percent, point defect fluxes expressed in atomic
fraction per second.
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high vacancy mobility, all are essentially independent of
Ej£. Over a relatively narrow range of E m the recombination
rate increases rapidly and the point defect fluxes to
dislocations decrease correspondingly. The precise location
of the change from small to large amounts of recombination
will depend on temperature and structure. At 575 K the
vacancy migration energy must be at least 1.9 eV for recom-
bination to be greater than 99%. It seems unlikely that
trapping of single vacancies at solute atoms could result
in so large an effective vacancy migration energy, as the
binding energy would have to be around 0.5 eV. However, it
is possible that di-vacancy trapping or the formation of immo-
bile tri-vacancies could cause a significant increase in
recombination without requiring unrealistically high vacancy
migration energies. Calculations are in progress to test
these possibilities.

4.3.5 Differentiation of Experimental Data

- S.R. MacEwen

The programme DERIV, described in PR-CMa-38, 4.3.2,
has undergone major revision. Prior to any attempt to
differentiate, the input data are checked for possible
discontinuities in either y or y1, and are broken down into
segments ending at such discontinuities. This feature is
important when analyzing strain rate change or stress
relaxation data where discontinuities in stress and stress
rate respectively occur during the test. Each such segment
is further subdivided in a manner determined by an examina-
tion of a cubic spline fit through the first differences.
Having defined a sub-segment, the data within it are fitted
by linear, quadratic, cubic, quadratic in ln(x) and ln-ln
equations. Each fit is then checked against the input
data error bar (each point may be assigned a different
error bar if required), and any of the five trial -its which
•aisses more than 5% of the data points is rejected. The
"best fit" of the remaining curves is then determined
based on one of three possible criteria: minimum residual
sum of squares, minimum residual sum, or minimum line length
of the curve. The method of choosing the "best fit" is an
input parameter to the programme.

In all cases the (n + ljth sub-segment overlaps the
nth sub-segment by at least 2 (and usually more) points.
Thus, for a range of x values, there exist two possible y'
values; one determined from the fit to the n"* sub-segment,
and one from the fit to the (n + l ) t h sub-segment. The
value of xc where the difference between these two values is
a minimum is determined, and for x <_ x c the value of y

1

determined from the fit to the nfch segment is used as final
output, and for x > xc the fit to the (n + l)th segment is
used.
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For data with a small error bar the DERIV routine
functions extremely well. However, when the error bar is
large, such that the first differences no longer provide
a reasonable estimate for the derivative of the underlying
function, the calculated curve for y1 vs x sometimes
exhibits discontinuities at the ends of the sub-secments.
The problem arises from the manner in which the y1 values
are chosen from the "best fit" curves to the n t n and
(n + l ) t n segments. Although the differences in y1 at x c
may be small, the differences in y" may be large. This
problem originates from the fact that regression analysis
(used to determine the parameters of the five possible
fits described previously) inherently gives a poor fit at
the beginning and end of a line, with the error becoming
progressively worse as the scatter of the data increases.
Work is continuing to find the optimum way to match the
fit curves between adjacent sub-segments.

4.3.6 Yielding of Zr3Al; Analysis

, - E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

Experiments on the yielding of well-annealed Zr3Al
polycrystals versus temperature, strain rate and grain size
have been completed. To summarize, the results show that
yielding is characterized by:

(i) a stress drop;

(ii) discontinuous yielding and Liiders band propagation
at low and intermediate temperatures (regions 1 and II);

(iii) an increase in the lower yield strength of larger-
grained material with temperature at intermediate
temperatures (region II);

(iv) a rapid decrease in strength at high temperatures;

(v) a pronounced effect of grain size on the yield
strength, both at low and intermediate temperatures,
where grain refinement causes strengthening, and at
high temperatures where grain coarsening causes
strengthening.

Analysis suggests that yielding at lower temperatures
is caused by dislocation genf 'ation. Thus, the upper yield
point is that stress at which certain ^rains, which have
yielded prematurely due to strei s concentrations, trigger
yielding in adjacent grains. As the number of yielded grains
increases, the yield region traverses the specimen and forms
a Luders band which, in turn, propagates along the gauge
section via the same process, but at a lower stress, ay,
caused by the stress concentrating action of the band front.



More detailed analysis in terms of dislocation pile-up
models suggests that the critical stress to nucleate slip
in un-yielded grains is of the order of the theoretical
shear strength. In turn, this implies that rx>< 25 dislocations
constitute the critical pile-up in material having 1 ym dia.
grains. Analysis also shows that the Luders strain,
e^, is given by the expression:

EL = k y d V e

where ky is the Hall-Petch slope, d is the average intercept
distance between grain boundaries, and 9 is the work-hardening
rate at low strains.

The increase in yield strength with increasing
temperature is caused by an increase in the lattice friction
term in the Hall-Petch equation (i.e. oo in ay = ao + kyd" 1/ 2).
Tentatively, this is attributed to a stick/slxp mechanism
in which dislocation sticking is caused by thermally activated
cross-slip, or dislocation core-dissociation onto {100} of
a/2<110> partial dislocations which, in principle, can form
from the dissociation of the a/3<211> partial_dislocations
known to slip in Zr3Al (i.e. a/3<211> •*• a/6<112> + a/2<110>) .
The product partial is joined by a ribbon of antiphase
boundary, the energy of which is thought to be a minimum on
{100}.

Finally, the decrease in strength at high tempera-
tures, and the strengthening effect of grain coarsening, is
attributed to the onset of grain boundary sliding as an
important strain-producing mechanism.

4.3.7 Work-Hardening of Zr3Al: Analysis

- E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

Experimental studies on work-hardening versus
temperature, strain rate and grain size have been completed.
To summarize, the normalized work-hardening rate (1/G 3a/3e
where G is the temperature-corrected shear modulus and
8a/3e is the uniaxial work-hardening rate) is characterized
by: (i) an unusually high (^ G/10 at e = 0.1) and tempera-
ture insensitive magnitude below a critical temperature,
Tc, which increases with increasing strain rate, (ii) tempera-
ture and strain-rate sensitivity at temperatures above Tc,
and (iii) grain size independence.

The high athermal hardening rate is attributed to
low-slip multiplicity and, hence, to a Taylor orientation
parameter of magnitude higher than is usual for non-textured
fee polycrystals (i.e. 5.5 vs 3.1). Explanations common
to other ordered alloys are considered to be inapplicable.
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The temperature and, hence, strain rate (E) sensi-
tivity at temperatures above T c, is attributed to thermally
assisted jog dragging, consistent with the observation that
T c a (In t)"

1 and with a decrease in activation volume
with increasing strain. The energetics of other mechanisms
(e.g. cross-slip and dislocation intersection) are too
high to render them probable. At temperatures considerably
higher than Tc,jog £anealing is also probable, leading to
dynamic recovery. At still higher temperatures (T ? 975 K
for a grain size of 5 pm), grain boundary sliding leads to
work softening.

The absence of a grain size effect can be understood
in terms of the absence of multiple slip near grain boun-
daries and from the absence of a grain size effect on the
dislocation density. The strain relief mechanism (near
certain grain boundaries) in ZraAl is microcracking aud
this does not contribute to work-hardening.

4.3.8 Recovery and Recrystallization of ZraAl

- E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

Further to the study by Gagne and Schulson (Met.
Transactions, in press), the effects of cold-work on the
recrystallization kinetics are being examined with a view
to scheduling heat-treatments for Zr3Al pressure tubing
having small amounts (? 10%) of cold-work. The previous
study reported hardness changes for the cases of interest
here, but obtained recrystallization kinetics (versus
temperature) only for material strained to e = 0.29, now
thought to be higher than that expected in a practical,
pressure-tube fabrication route.

Figure 4.3.8.1 summarizes the new data and compares
them with those obtained earlier for e = 0.29. The points
to note at this stage are that reductions in cold-work
increase the incubation time for recrystallization in the
same way as reductions in temperature. To determine whether
material strained to e = 0.05 recrystallizes requires longer
anneals.

4.3.9 Effect of Surface Condition on Strength and Ductility of Zr3Al

- E.M. Schulson and J.A. Roy

It is now established that surface finish affects the
room temperature strength and ductility of ZrjAl. Turning,
for instance, reduces the UTS and ductility from 1200 MPa
and 34% to values as low as 450 MPa and 1.5%. At 575 K, how-
ever, the behaviour is more like that for specimens having
machined plus annealed (1 h/1160 K) surfaces. Here, the UTS
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and ductility for specimens having turned surfaces are
only slightly lower than the respective values for
specimens having "good" surfaces; e.g. 1025 MPa and 30%
elongation, versus 1070 MPa and 38%. This parallels the
increase in the notch-sensitivity ratio with increasing
temperature and shows that the notch sensitivity of Zr3Al
at proposed service temperatures is not acute.

4.3.10 Defect Studies in Metals and Alloys via Positron Annihilation
Measurements (PAM)

- G.M. Hood and R.J. Schultz

(a) Zirconium

Samples of relatively pure zirconium are being
prepared for equilibrium and radiation damage studies.
The total metallic impurity level -v 10"1* (atom fraction)
is a factor of two lower than that for the Zr used for
earlier PAM (1) , while the oxygen content <\< 2 x 10~*
(atomic) is almost an order of magnitude lower.

(b) Niobium (in conjunction with J.L. Whitton, University
of Copenhagen, Denmark)

Samples of niobium - doped with specific amounts of
hydrogen - are being studied with a view- to gauging the
sensitivity of PAM to hydride precipitation.

(1) Positron annihilation in a-Zr - G.M. Hood and
R.J. Schultz, submitted to J. Nucl. Mater.

4.3.11 Diffusion of 58Co in aZr Single Crystals

- G.V. Kidson

A detailed study of the diffusion of 58Co in single
crystals of a-Zr, in directions parallel and perpendicular
to the c-axis, has been completed. The measurements cover
a temperature range from 558 to 782°C.

At any given temperature, diffusion perpendicular
to the c-axis is about 5 times faster than parallel to
it. When extrapolated to the ct-8 transition temperature
diffusion in the a-phase is about 250 times higher than in
the 3-phase. All of the concentration profiles show a
sharp drop in the initial region near the surface, followed
by a continuous rise to a maximum and thence by a normal
Gaussian profile. This behaviour has been observed in a
few other systems and appears to be a characteristic of
impurities with very large diffusion rates and very low
solubilities in the solvent lattice. The measured diffusion
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coefficients are extremely high, and preclude the vacancy
mechanism as the operative mode of the atom jumps.

A detailed report is being prepared for publication.
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5. REPORT OF UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

J.C. Polanyi

5.1 7/ '.tope Separation by Vibrational Enhancement of Reaction
Rates

In our first quarterly report (PR-CMa-38, CRNL-5618)
we concluded: "It seems that the combination of pre-
reaction, infrared spectroscopy and mass spectrometry will
provide a powerful tool for the investigation of the ef-
fect of reagent vibrational excitation (and rotational
excitation) on reaction rate and reaction path." The "pre-
reactions" provide a versatile and variable source of
vibrationally-rotationally excited molecules, the infra-
red spectroscopy allows the experimenter to monitor the
distribution over the vibrational and rotational levels
N(v',J') and to measure the depletions in reagent concen-
.tration AN(v',J'), the mass spectrometry establishes the
reaction path and the total yield of products correspond-
ing to a known AN(v',J')«

At the time of writing we have just taken delivery of
the UTHE Technology International (UTI) mass spectrometer
which we shall install and utilise in a variety of studies
of detailed rate constants k(vf,J') or k(v'). Meanwhile
we have used a borrowed Extranuclear quadrupole with narrow
mass range (0-100 amu) to obtain the preliminary data on
the endothermic reaction

[1] HF(v' = 1 - 5) + Cl + F + HC1

Qt = - 142 kJ'mol"1

(where Qt = -AHg + Ea, is the height of the endothermic
barrier, and E a ^ 4.18 kJ is the energy barrier for the
reverse, exothermic, reaction). The detailed rate con-
stant kendo (v') has been obtained previously for this
reaction (D.J. Douglas, J.C. Polanyi and J.J. Sloan,
Chem. Phys. 13, 15 (1976)) using the relation AN(v')/
N(v') « k(v'7T i.e. equating reagent depletion to reaction.
An estimate was made in that work of the extent to which
reagent depletion, AN(v')» might be due to vibrational
relaxation rather than to (endothermic) reaction. Such
an estimate could be made since energy transfer to neigh-
bouring vibrational rotational levels could be monitored.
Reaction was found to be the major source of depletion for
v* £ 4. The threshold for reaction was at v* = 3; for



HF(V') + Cl — F + HC1 ENDOTHERMICITY, 142 kJmol' 1

50

VIBRATIONAL ENERGY (kj-mol"1)
Figure 5.1.1 - Relative detailed rate constants kendo (v

1) for
the endothermic reaction HF (v1) + Cl -»• F + HC1
versus reagent vibrational quantum number v1 and
reagent vibrational energy, obtained by the CDMS
approach.
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this degree of reagent excitation it seemed likely that
k(v') was low enough that reaction and deactivafcion were
both contributing significantly to the observed depletion.

With the Extranuclear mass spectrometer in place
(mounted perpendicular to the optical axis of our infrared
luminescence light collection cell) we have been able to
establish the existence of a fast endothermic reaction
unequivocally, since we recorded signal at mass 36 cor-
responding to the HC1 product of reaction [1]. Figure
5.1.1 is a record of our first results by this new tech-
nique.

Using F + C ^ + HF(v* = 1 - 3) + CH3 as the pre-
reaction the yield of HC1 from reaction [1] was negligibly
small (Figure 5.1.1 gives an upper limit for k(v' = 3)
based on this HC1 yield). Using F + HBr •* HF(v' = 1 - 4 )
+ Br as pre-reaction the yield of HC1 from reaction [1] was
that recorded as k(v< = 4) in Figure 5.1.1. Finally, with
F + HI •*• HF(v' = 1 - 6 ) + I as pre-reaction the yield of
HC1 from reaction [1] was that recorded (after correction for
k(v* = 4) component) as k(v' = 5) + k(vf = 6) in Figure
5.1.1. Figure 5.1.1 records k(v' = 5) and k(v' = 6)
individually, on the assumption that k(v') rises approxi-
mately linearly with v1 over this range of vibrational
excitation (3 dimensional trajectory studies of endothermic
reaction, lend support to this supposition).

The results for kendo (
v<) recorded in Figure 5.1.1 are

preliminary. They depend on an approximate correction of
the observed HC1 yields for 'spurious' HC1 formed in re-
action between Cl and excess pre-reagent (HBr or HI).
With the new, wider mass range, mass spectrometer we will
be able to measure the amount of 'spurious' reaction
directly by monitoring the consumption of excess HBr and
HI at the pulsing frequency of the Cl beam. As it was,
we had to graph the yield of HC1 as a function of HBr or
HI flow, and then extrapolate back to the flow correspond-
ing to the excess HBr or HI. In doing this we introduced
additional errors and uncertainties.

It is most encouraging that despite these inadequacies
in method, occasioned by the limitations of our first
instrument, we have obtained a curve of kendo (v1) based
on measurement of reaction product which is in excellent
agreement, as to slope, with that obtained previously on
the basis of reagent depletion. These results strengthen
our view that the present method (CDMS — Chemiluminescence
Depletion with Mass Spectrometry) shows real promise as a
tool for the study of the effects of specific reagent
excitation on reaction rate.
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